Jlatuvting tire :lntteJt
fu; 'Jiul {jcde6This dreamseems to encourage the attitude of respect for feminine roots and

for skills in creating a welcoming, homey, healing place for relationships.

51ie dmJ M-wcvun, cfea.t and &dgfd. :J am u.hiting o1de4 UJ-OnWt in a 6mai£ Wwn.
5Jie ~- au ttud WO-Od fwme ~- witli p~md p~-,
and tlie UJwn /k,_an almrup~ oJ c&mz,, c:flree.tfu£ comfo-d.
~- au &ilfiant and tlie nuuul M- up-&al. Some oJ tlie UJ-OnWt :J u.hit au
~tille6, and :J am nuuk W- ful wJaune, coaJf· at one p-O-int :J 6~ t6wi tlie
Uumt, unuvtiUtuJ up-an ~- ~- and tfluWt no.t-alu~--ideal6ituatiotM-.
:J ttOW- &come an of.de.t. woman and ~Jd out W- u.hit anoJilr.e,t. o1de4 woman,
p£Jtlrap~- t1UJ ~· :J ~J£e a tfvt.eetoPd ckpictUm and ~ic p~.onafihJ
p4ofi£e oJ tlie woman :J fuwe ftecome. S&f:J p-W6£nl a wcvun, ca,jua£ and
~' ruvtlwtituj quafihf, one :J futout M- ~pecially 6.etrepeia£ foJi CMUredituJ
witli and lkinfJinfJ out tlie 6~- oJ tlie woman :J want W- u.hit.
:J 6lep- ott fwt, w.otrUJ f,wnt pffitC!i and ttO-tice tliat a couple- oJ wlrih 6~- fuwe
6.een fuuuJ tlwte W- (J~ tlie ~ and tu;lit oJ tlie afwuuum (J.wt f'w.m tlie lio.inff
w.om. :J ti& tlie ~ oJ tlie wind tliat tlie tJ~- ~ and tlie cfluuUJinff
quafibJ oJ tlie tu;fit. Cbwfl1wt ohWt woman, a p;uupnatic and {1~. ~'
/k,_ altJ-0- come. W- u.hit. :J can 6-U fwt, taf1WuJ witli tlie woman/l}Jtandmo.tfwt. in6kk.
:J fuwe a gotJ.d fulinfJ a&mt t1UJ u.hit, foJi :J futout tliat trnj ~- au e4f'.ecialllJ
a~tafytic foJi lkinfJinfJ out neede-d 6~and ~- in tlie woman wJluM-e fwme tftM_M,.
Sire~~- ~ and wtappM-Ciated. :J fuwe come. W- cfuuuJe tliat.
It seems a challenge to integr<1te the motherline-learning to honor the
females who preceded us-has been set forth. It is an expression of a synergetic
relationship: that vit<11ly evolving and conscious individual energies, when
combined with the essence of tr<1dition<1l caretaking and nurturing energies, can
produce a beneficial and healing new quality. Thus we can facilitate our own
needs as well as the needs of our "progress-over-process" culture in general.
Perhaps at this time we all may be called to honor and value our female
"herstory," to seek greater simplicity and more deeply meaningful relationships.

v.~

1,..ftirrd e~'~~ ("fzfz""tu ?"-¥' 4 fl<>¥ tfa.te.!
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It is time to reflect on the
territory we've traveled and work
together to evolve a vision of our
goals as significant contributors
within the ever expanding' dream movement.' I see this as a responsibility we
hold in common.
I do have some thoughts, as you might imagine, and ask you to add your
highest hopes, suggestions, your view of our mission into the future, as we
forge forward into unknown and unexpected territories.
I've mentioned previously that before I even had an inkling I'd be
stewarding Dream Network: I had a dream in which .14a«t a Juu4 oJ pa.pl!1l4
fuuupng. {lwm tire ~ 4 a t~ree., Mot.uing. in. tire wind. a ooia MUd, ".1/- f1M-L tUut,'t ck it,
.wmeone. el4e will." "What?" I asked!; I had just begun a graduate degree
program focused on dreams and their relationship to mythology. My goalbeyond the personal-was to bring what I learned to as many as possible.
We have explored vast territories since 1)rmm Network was borne into the
world 16 112 years ilg,): many dreamwnrker.-;- both lay and professionalaround the world havt· shared insights and techniques ftlr working with
dreams; we have wrestled with controversial questions and issues; we have
explored gender, nonhuman symbols (animals, flora, the elements, etc.), crosscultural perspectives and Big Dreams in the ongoing sharing, Dreaming
Humanity's Paths, dreams gifted t,l inform the community .... and more.
It is remarkable, looking back over the past couple of decades, to witness
the changes that have taken place, culturally, insofar as the lessening of fear
that had been so deeply instilled {as relates to dreams} as well as the elaborate
display of fine and high quality information that is now available in various
forms (books, CDs, audio and video tapes, etc.). It seems we ·have made
significant progress in successfully overcoming whatever religious taboos
remained from many, many centuries of repression and have satisfied the
question, within the field of science, as to whether dreams have meaning. It
certainly took a long time. But, friends, here we are!
It is apparent to longtime readers that I aspire to have this vessel 'meet
and inform the public.' My motivation has been elucidated and it is this piece
of the future-vision I will expound upon a bit to stimulate your inspirations.
Clues for directions have come in from many friends and acquaintances
ove r time, who have subscribed because they are curious or supportive. Their
comments can be summarized in this way, "There were a few things in the
current issue that I understood." I believe we have a tendency to lose sight of
the journey we each have taken to gain a symbolic and metaphoric perspective.
Bridging the gap between "Isn't the wl'ather lovely today," and "I wonder
what that snake in my dream meant?" is a long and arduous journey.
In this issue, comnwnts that mirror these 'clues' are articulated. Noreen
Wessling in Monkey Mef'f,.; the No,.;t'le,.;,.; A!1111 (she's always having fun on pg. 29)
says it this way: "This is a time in the world when dreamwork/ play needs to
be out in the mainstream as much a possible, yet given with the necessary
precautions and useful methods." Likewise, Ramsay Raymond, in her thoughtprovoking article Cruciblt· of Evolution: Dreums & Dreamwork (pg. 35) says," At
this time, dream groups and associations are spreading and there is a great
deal of dream activity on the Internet. Web sites are flourishing along with
books in a way that was unthinkable a mere 1!' years ago. We are on the verge
of becoming a dream-friendly culture .... <~nd everyone can participate. We can
all awaken. In the twinkling of an Eye."
We have done a commendable job, based on · overall feedback, of
maintaining a healthy balance between providing articles stimulating for
dreamworkers as well as educational, inspiring articles for those relatively
new to the symbolic life. In order to evolve a dream cherishing culture, to
integrate dreamsharing as a natural and healthy practice into our daily lives,
we need to remember where we were 15-20 years ago: lone questers in the
wilderness. We need to remember we are the minority, the "dream educators" ....
and that there are a growing number of aspirants anxious to become informed,
to engage their dreams.
I ask your help in mapping the path and in reading the map as we
9Jle6Md :Be. 9U2
venture into the extraordinarv iournev ahead.
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Ne'Ws of ltnport
Never-ending showers of blessings to each of you who helped see us
through the current (near) crisis re:
distribution with your contributions,
giving gift subscriptions and encouraging
bookstores and libraries to contact our
distributor~ Tt is impossible to acknowledge each of you by name but I
would like to extend special thanks to
Joe and Hilda DiSilvio, Steve Carter,
Rosemary Watts-Dreyer, Bill Stimson and
Ms. Abdur-Raman for their generous
help.
Together, we're pulling through!
If you've meant to but haven't yet
done so, please let your local bookstores
know that we are distributed through
New Leat Armadillo, Daybreak, One
Source and Bernhard DeBoer Distributors
and that we collaborate with EBSCO and
SWETS subscription services for libraries.

News from Dic.k..Md.eest'e.r:.
"Dick McLeester and Flor De Maria Vera
were happily married in Peru. This is
the romantic adventure of a lifetime. At
first it seemed like a wild idea, to seek
my marriage partner in a distant part of
the world, crossing cultures and
langua!.!:C'' with an unknown result. But
now I feel I have found my soul mate
and this is perfectly right. Flor De Maria
spelled another way is "Lo! Fair Dream."
The dreams and the love we share bridges
the cultures and languages easily. The
adventure continues.So don't give up on
a dream just because it seems wild and
unlikely at first.
Dragontlies have a very short life.
They have wings. They can fly.
Humans also have a short life. We have
dreams. We too can fly.
Life is always too short.
Dreams are never too big or wild."
Will Phillips, after a year+ long sojourn,
has found his new 'Place,' a lovely home
in Eugene, OR. Congratulations, Will! He
can ben reached by email @
Totonanda@aol.com.
Stanley Krippner, wishes to extend
acknowledgement to Christopher Ryan
for his nsistance in writing and editing
th~ diUde

Chaotic Attractors in Myth.

Respotzse s
?s & Letters From YOU!

·~·
Regarding the Article by Maureen Roberts

''Death Walking...
Dancing With Diana"
WN, Vol. 16 No. 4, p. 13)

I received the latest issue of
the Dream Network on February
12th. Approximately a week
earlier, February 4th, I had the
following dream:
Lady of the Lake
:1 am in a M:ltooL ~ filte M:ltooL

a

;.,_ located in a ~ aua.
j£nwk fxWu1 and :J fl.au£ frilied up.
inu tlie m(UUf.tain"' '"-"-ing jtut
~ tlie 6.Cito.td ~ W.e au
told tfwre i6- a falie at tlie top tlie
mounlain and a fatlij ~ tfwre.
Wlten tw- fl.au£ frilied up- to. witlt.in a
fuu. mi~
tfr.e falie, :J fuo& up.
and <1ee wftat at {iii.M. ap.p.eaM. u 6.e
a l'w9£ kmt 01t p~ a wolf
waliWuj em ~ lUnd ~ tJUwJing
em tfr.e u~ ~ :J'm not 6.wte it
i6- an animal - it ccudd 6.e a "witd
man." filten em a trea~Wt. Udge :1
6.ee two. wol.ue6. ~ down at me.
C9.n£ i6- wiUk and cme fdacft. :J yell.
to. nu; fxWul u rum 6acli down tlie
fUU. ~ :J rum, :J f.ooli 6acli.and 6.ee
nu; fxWu1 ;.,_ fwdlwt. 6JUtu1 me. :J
enc~ fwr. to. fuvvuj. at tlie 6.aM
tlie mountain i6- a fUU witli p.at/M
going u tlie &f.t and WJid
it. :J
Wie tlie tJuUl. to. tfr.e WJid and <1ee
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My immediate response was
to draw a multi-colored angel and
to welcome her into my space. I
thought of the image of the Lady
of the Lake and the wild man of
the forest as representing the
Greek Goddess Artemis. For me
the dream represented the changing of a male oriented religious
tradition to a female oriented
spirituality. Or from the Christ
figure-the gentle, kind father in
my dream who is chained by a
static religion-to the Christ as
female, the Lady of the Lake. The
male oriented religious school
teachings in my dream chained
up my spirituality. The Christ
father in my dream knows it is
time to let go of this type of
teaching and pass on his kind,
compassionate and loving care to
the feminine psyche.
When the journal arrived and
I read Maureen Robert's article, I
was pleased to have my dream
properly interpreted and understood. Her whole article spoke to
my dream.
Thank you Maureen!
fJudtdf'~.

Becoming Conscious
of the Value of Dreams
Thank you for the wonderful
creation of the Dream Network
Journal. I look forward to each
new issue. I understand that there
have been some challenges with
the publishing of the Journal and
truly hope that you may continue
to find the help and resources to
continue this most valuable work.
For the past several years, I
have been very interested in
dreams and the information they
have to communicate to me. With
the help of the Journal and the
booklet The Art of Dreamslwring
and Developing Dream Groups, I
have become more conscious of
my dreams. When I first awaken
and make a conscious effort, I
remember most of my dreams
quite well. I share these dreams
with Susan, a wonderful woman
whom I walk with each morning.
It always amazes me how much
my dreams have to tell me. I also
realize that it is important to have
someone like Susan with whom
to process the dreams.
I am working from home at
the present time and enjoy the
freedom it affords me. I have been
doing a great deal of writing. This
is something I have desired to do
for several years but I didn't feel I
had the time to pursu e. With the
help of my spirit guide, I am
writing a book entitled, An.Ang.cl.
in_ 14'-- E_ocke.t. My plans are to
find a publisher for the book. Again,
thank you for Dream Network!
f'eudl.tu .t.~. &~. U7

Dream Network, Inclusive

Thanks so much for Dream
Network. I' m very impressed by
the wide range of material covered. Very nice to see an inclusive
journal. Enclosed is my check for
a one year subscription.
~~. 'klrl
rltiurl- 7'~. ~~ ·cda.. -;:¥7
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Breaking the Code
in the Book of Revelations
For those interested in
dreams, the Book of Revelation is
the most puzzling piece of scripture in the Bible. This is the case
because it is a vision and is not
meant to be interpreted literally.
It is rich in symbology and once
the code is broken, it can be more
easily understood.
There are two keys in understanding this vision. They are, in
the words of Jesus: "The Kingdom
of God is within you," and "You
can do all I have done and more,
in my name believing."
Many have tried to interpret
this vision by relating it to world
events. I will try to relate the
symbols to internal events within
the body, mind and soul of an
individual. I have chosen chapters
four and five, keeping in mind
the words of Jesus: "The Kingdom
of God is within you," and "You
can do all I have done and more."
I will explain what I believe are
the meanings of the symbols.
In verse one, John .hears a
voice like a trumpet and sees a
door open in heaven.
The open door here is the
mind, opened to God in prayer
and meditation. The trumpet
symbolizes an announcement and
the voice is the voice within,
familiar to those who study
dreams. "Knock and the door will
be opened unto you."
Verses two to six establish
where the events are to take place.
A throne is seen with colored
stones and a rainbow. There are
twenty four elders dressed in
white with crowns of gold. There
is thunder and lightening proceeding from the throne. There is
a sea of glass before the throne as
well as seven lamps burning.
There are four beasts with many
eyes before and behind, each having
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six pairs of wings.
I believe this is an anatomy
lesson. The throne is the heart,
the thunder is the heart beating;
the lightening is the sino-atreol
node of the heart that electrically
keeps the heart beating. The
rainbow colors are the organs of
the body, i.e., gall/ green, veins/
blue, arteries/ red, and so on.
The twenty four elders are the
ribs, dressed in white and the gold
crowns are the cartilage that
attaches to the sternum. The
sternum is the sea of glass. The
seven lamps are the chakras or
spiritual centers of the body. They
are burning, meaning they are
active. This is what John meant in
verse one when he said that he
was in the ·spirit. Some call this
the Kundalini forces; John calls
them the seven spirits of God. For
the sake of interpretation, John's
statement is the more relevant.
The four beasts are the four
main lobes of the lungs and the
alveoli are the many eyes. The
bronchioles are the wings that
bring air to the lungs.
It goes on to say that every
time the beasts give honor to him
on the throne, the twenty four
elders bow down and cast their
crowns before the throne. This is
a metaphor for breathing. When
we exhale, the ribs bow down
before the heart.
In addition, the four elements
are represented by the four beasts.
One is like the eagle. This represents Air. The lion is Fire, the
calf, Earth and the one with the
face of a man is Water. When we
breath in meditation, we activate
these in the four lower chakras of
the body, as symbolized by the
word beast.
This chapter establishes that
the events to follow take place
within us, in our body and mind.
We can also deduce that the body
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envisioned here already believes
in God and is knowledgeable in
the discipline of meditation.
Chapter five describes the
Kundalini process in its preliminary stages. The primary
imperative is to put Christ at the
center of this development, not
the self.
Verse 1 tells of a book written
inside and sealed with seven
seals. The book is a man or
woman; the seven seals are the
seven spiritual centers of the
body.
A strong angel asks, "Who is
worthy to open the book and
loose the seven seals?"
Angels represent forces: physical, mental or spiritual. This
strong angel represents a will to
learn and is therefore a mental
force. Christ said," Ask and it will
be given you." The mind here (in
Revelations) asked the right
question. It was asked during
prayer and the answer came in
this vision.
No man on Earth or un<:h?r
the Earth was able to loose the
seals or read the book. Only the
lion of Judah can do this, because
he has triumphed.
The Lion of Judah is Christ.
Since he triumphed over death,
only he is worthy and able to
open the spiritual centers and
read the person. This book is the
book of Life, our lives.
Note that it does not say that
the seals cannot be opened another way. It says only that the
lamb is the only one worthy. This
emphasizes these words of Christ:
"I am the way, the truth and the
life," and "He who climbs up
some other way is a thief and a
liar."
The lain lamb in verse six is
said to have seven eyes, as well
as seven horns, which are the
seven spirits of God sent forth

into all the Earth.
The seven eyes are fully
opened spiritual centers as contrasted by the seals of the book,
that have not yet been opened.
The seven horns symbolize a
mind that is not separate from
the body, but one. "Remember, 0
Israel, the Lord thy God is One."
The Earth is our body and it is
saying here that Ouist can effect
our body. "The seven spirits of
god sent forth into all the Earth."
Next the lamb takes the book
and something happens. The four
beasts and the elders now have
harps and golden vials full of
odoura that are the prayers of saints.
By allowing Christ to take the
book, we surrender our will and
allow for a new beginning. The
prayers of the saints are the desire
to be one with God. The harp is a
musical instrument and rep resents proper harmony within.
The many odours are the many
new possibilities we now have
from which to choose. Healing,
prophecy, universal love are a few
examples of what the vial s
contain.
In verse nine, a new song is
sung. This is a new attitude of
surrender of the will to God
through Christ. This attitude is,
"Thy will be done," or as Jesu s
said, " I do nothing of myself but
by Him (God), who works in and
through me."
Another way to say this is, "I
in the Father and the Father in
me and I and the Father in you ."
Verse ten says that we are
made kings and priests and we
shall rule the Earth. Earth is the
body. King is the mind. Put
simply, this is mind over matter.
Priest is the spirit or soul, also
ruling the body. Verse ten is body, mind
and soul becoming one with God.
Verse eleven speaks of many
angels, ten thousand times ten

thousand and thousands and
thousands more. In verse twelve,
these angels declare that worthy
is the lamb to receive power,
riches, wisdom, strength, honor,
glory and blessing.
The countless angels are the
life force in change at the cellular
level. This is the result of giving
ourselves over totally to God
through Christ. Verse twelve is
giving all credit where credit is
due: to the lamb (Christ).
In verse thirteen, every creature in Heaven, Earth, under the
Earth and in the Sea give blessings, honor and power to Him on
the throne and to the lamb who
lives forever .
This is total worship with all
parts of our being. "Love the Lord
thy God with all your body, mind
and soul and thy neighbor as thyself."
Heaven in thi s context is the
spirit, or as Jung might have said,
the unconscious. The Earth is the
conscious, under the Earth is the
physical sensual self and in the
Sea is the blood or the life force.
All these are in a stage of integration, or becoming one. This
all occurs as w e pray and meditate
for a purpose.
Verse fourteen says that the
beasts say " Amen" and the elders
bow d own before the throne.
This is aga in a metaphor for
breathing in meditation. Amen is
the mantra of God.
The next chapters tell what
happ ens to us as each seal or
spiritual center is opened. It takes
us through every step and every
possible danger we could encounter as we progress in development to the New Jerusalem or
spiritualized body.
The Book of Revelations is a
"How-to" book. As Jesus promised, "You can do all I have done
and more, in my name believing."
This is a vision of self evolution

or self creation by surrendering
our will to God and by asking in
prayer and listening in meditation
to Christ, who answers in dreams
or visions.
?ltaM4 Z'~. t;,_ea,w, ~...

"Souls of Oklahoma"
Shortly after the Oklahoma
City tragedy, I was gifted with a
dream/ song of healing called
"Souls of Oklahoma." I am a
strictly amateur singer and guitar
player, but I have presented this
gift a few times for my church and
other occasions.
Is there someone in the Oklahoma City area who would like to
receive this song, for the purpose
of performing it in churches, at
campfires or memorial services?
lthasNativeAmericanmotifsand
is a good drumming song.
Please contact me at the
address below. This song is not
copyrighted and there is no money
involved. I just want to share it
with people who might find it
meaningful and comforting.

Sd4< Z'e?u«.u
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Dream Network in
Cyberspace
You're doing some fine things
as webmistress. It's been a while
since I checked our site out, so I' m
very aware of all the neat changes
you've made. I like the quotes
and blue ink (easy on the eyes)
and general layout. Of course,
knowing me, I always want more
graphics, but I'm well aware of
the problems that can come with
that - and what you have looks
great.
The Table of Contents has
excellent choices of articles and
the addition of Listing of all
Articles rounds it all out perfectly.
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Including some of your articles
brings the whole journal more into
perspective. And I've got to say,
you have provided links to some
fascinating other WWW dream
sites. [ had no idea there is so
much going on out there. Keep up
the fine work. As a webmistress,
you are informative, organized,
creative, knowledgeable and
obviously enthused about sharing
all these goodies with others.
What more could we ask for?
~11/~.~.~

(Thank you, Noreen. Wlzat a trial
by fire! I invite you to enjoy &
critique the site@ http://www.
dreamnetwork.net/ ed.)

The Correct Next Step

I need Dream Network. I have
just finished my MFA in studio
art and I've now got some pictures to be getting out into the
world.
My dreams drive me in search
of the proper direction, that which
is most suitable to what I wish to
accomplish. Picture me:
I am walking to a neiglzb_orhood park near w~erc I
lwe. The park turns mto a
beach facing an ocean. I run
headlo~g and blindly_ into the
churmng waters. .
I am enveloped mto a large
bubble made of my white
be_ds~uet and float safely
zmtllln the water. I know this
perfectly safe condition cannot continue forever, that I
must rip the sheet open with
my fingernails and escape into
the churning ocean waters....
which I do. I tlzen swim to
land on the QJ2J1a5ite shore
from where I began. It is
desolate, rocky and barren and
Ifeel that I must return to the
original shore from which I

came, across difficult terrain ...
mzd across the ocean again.
This is the journey I am proceeding on ....

I lwve to be very careful of
avalanches of rocks, huge
cliffful's of rocks literally
tumbling down on the most
well intentioned of travelers.
Even if I want to help them, it
is suicidal to try and all I can
do is watch.
Always, the question is of the
correct next step in a possibly
perilous journey.
flokt~.~.n

DNJ, Elegant & Full of Freshness
Thanks for Vol. 17 # 1. Ifound it
here on my return from the winter in
Mexico.
I believe Dreaming Humanity's
Path, sharing of gifted visionary
dreams is a marvelous project. When
I have time I will share some visions
I have collected.
The Dream Network continues to
be very elegant and full of freshness.
Best wishes,
r/,.,_ S<VfM- 11/~. ~. ?ItA
=>
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Questwn & Answer
Guy Questions:
L oo k mg
. speCI·f·1ca1ly for gods,
idols, icons that are said to bring
good dreams or ward bad ones
off/ away.

McLeester Responds:
Of course, you may already
know that DreamCatchers from
some Native American cultures
are reputed to do this.
However, my favorite way of
affecting the dreams involves
adopting the attitude that ALL
dreams bring us some sort of gifts
& healing. This way, there are no
dream s that are just BAD
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DREAMS. If I get a dream that is
unpleasant, scary, painful, etc., I
take these as more urgent messages that the dreams have something important to say. If I can
look through the many layers of
meaning in the whole dream, and
look through the dream to see my
life in a new way, and possibly
find some way to act on my
newfound perspective- the
dream changes. And better yet,
my life changes. The world
changes.
I will say, this is not the most
simple approach. It can take some
work. But I have not seen any
other approach that is more
powerful. In fact, after engaging
with dreams in this way for some
time, many of the other approaches that try to banish the bad
dreams and increase the good
dreams start to look downright
superficial, even dangerous.
The most difficult nightmares
of all seem to come from efforts
to repress and deny the life
energies, especially when a person continues to do this over time,
or in the face of extreme dream
experiences. And what does the
waking mind know about dividing "good dreams" from "bad
dreams" anyway? Sometimes
dreams are wiser than our waking
minds. Can we have the humility
to accept that?
That said, I do think it is good
to encourage our dreaming by
filling the environment with
objects that are inviting to dreams.
If the various "dream idols" that
you seek are used in that spirit, it
really can't hurt. I'd say go for it.
But I would caution against
getting too locked into a set
"good/bad" dichotomy. OK?
May your dreams puzzle and
perplex you into new possibilities!
-Z>td ?lte-.!.eedQf-
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An Interview with Dennison Tsosie

C:Z:he

~l~ht
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4 ieJe,u ()~
Preface: Dennison is N.wajo and since early childhood has been an exceptional artist and silversmith. As a result
of extraordinary visionary experiences, he has also becoine a healer, traveling and teaching worldwide.
His wife, Teddi, is an artist as well as Dennison's greatest asset and assistant.
In their book Spirit Visions:...Ihe_Q]d_Qnes_5_pru, there appears a dream,
which we have chosen as the centerpiece for this interview. It is entitled:

~o'l~ltJeness & <Zhankuulness

flat land. fl.lu ~ ~ ~ uiilli·· fine tptaM.
fl.fuu, au na ~-, no- ~, OJt- ~ a<J, f4tt ""- tlte eye eM-•• ~··
jwt kael and flat. S.mneane wit4 w. 6md, ":1 rued a e.olw."

w~ a/te . wal/UJu; act&'-<J, a

fl.fuu, u tuJ.U1Ilwte to. get a eJu fud :l jut :l want to. nuJie ~ /tapp-IJ
and wo.tUielt wlreu in tlu fw:li :l Mn find a eJie..
W..tUJ up- aJluad !16-ee tlvtee /igwte6"' lU tl'wj get clo.6~,
:l can ~· tl'wj au 'cmt!UJing a ~ in tfuWt l'uutd3.. ·~ :l ap4J~, :l tWI.i.u tl'wj ·
au~~ and au WJUJ MUJl, a&ut low£ jut talL

!l ll6ft tlwn il tl'wj fUwut wlwre :l Mn g4 a e.olw. fl.Juv ~,
"fl.luu.~- none fwt.e; tpm'u goi,ng tlie UPUUUJ wat~·"
:l ~, "W.Iuu. tlte lkdi am :l? am !1 an Eatttli.01t- wliat? Wh au tpm?"
fl.Juv~, "fl~andf}~
:J.t'6,fiitre ~. ~and~_..
~

au goituj·tlte UPtl.liUJ ·U Jatj-''
Sa !l qa~t, "Wliat W«f1 ~, tlte WJid wmJ? W.luu. am :l6Uf11J~ to. 6e ~"
fl.Juv fte64'mul,

ugA-

t/k fa6t.. }udt fwut wuuuul and g4- t/k ~ WIUJ·''

fllim tl'wj fuuul me a Jan 6mJ ttjtilld£1t and 641J,
"fl~ i4 all tfud tpm ned fii 'rbtin4."
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the Question of how person is really ready, the process begins to happen
dreams help us gain insight into Jzealing wounded within them on its own.
relationships. Forgiveness is one of tlze central ke-t;s in Then they might seek support in dealing with their
that process and your dream alludes powerfully to our issues.
For me, it took having what I call an Emergency
need for both forgiveness and thankfulness. What does
of
the
Soul. I had reached a point in time where my
this dream say to you today, Dennison, and how can the
wisdom imparted in this dream be applied by readers in life just wasn't working any more and I hit bottom.
Everything had lost its meaning and I felt I was
learning and enacting the art offorgiveness?
DNJ: Our issue is focused
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DRT: What we feel in our heart determines what falling into a black void. I knew that I had to do
we see. This is especially true in relationships. something or I would destroy myself. So I went out
Others often mirror issues we haven't resolved in into the forest and burned sage and prayed. I had
ourselves. The typical problems present in no other direction left to go in and I finally had to
relationships- anger, jealousy, possessiveness, etc. face myself. I cried out for help with every fiber of
-are rooted in fear. When our heart feels fear, our my being until a part of my Self died. As I
understanding becomes confused. Forgiveness has surrendered my ego, I FELT the spark of Creator. [t
to begin with forgiving ourselves. When our hearts had always been inside me, but my mind had kept
are empty, when our Spirits are not nourished, we me from realizing it. Suddenly I was a part of all
fear. Forgiveness of Self and others is actually letting Creation and I knew my place within it. It lasted
go of fear. I feel like this dream is a message about only a fleeting moment, but my view of reality
the need for Spirituality in our lives. I believe Creator changed. From this point my life began to change,
is in everything. Creator isn't "out there," it is within and I started my Spiritual Journey. I later realized
us. Most of us have forgotten this or never thought by trusting in Creator, I was trusting in myself and
about it. It leaves an emptiness within, and a feeling losing my fear. I was able to detach myself and all
of loneliness of Spirit. Creator is Love. Love is how the issues that once consumed me, no longer seemed
Creator is expressed within us and through us. important. I found I could feel Love and express
Love also requires letting go of fear, and when we Love because Creator was within me. With this
express Creator through loving ourselves and came a thankfulness for all things in my life.
DNJ: What does thankfulness have to do with
others, we begin to lose our fear.
forgiveness?
DNJ: Many people want to release fear, to truly forgive
themselves and others. But this is not something that DRT: Thankfulness has everything to do with
can be achieved by knowing, intellectually. Is there a forgiveness. When one is truly thankful, they are
way, a process, you can recommend tlzat will assist humble. True humbleness happens with the
readers in achieving a heartfelt, emotional-level desire to surrendering of the ego. When the ego is out of the
way, the fear is gone and forgiveness is then possible.
forgive?
DRT: I wish I had a simple answer to that question. DNJ: Let's look for a moment at the lucid symbols in
It's amazing how often people come to me, hoping this dream:
I can say or do something to instantly help them What does the 'flat land' and the 'Coke' in this dream
achieve this. It's an inner process that each symbolize for you?
individual has to find for his or her self. In the DRT: To me the 'flat land' in the dream is the
Native American culture there are things that can emptiness we feel inside when we have nothing in
help facilitate this process, such as the Vision Quest our lives to nourish our Spirit. Desiring a Coke is
and the Sweat Lodge, but the real work is inside thirsting for something to fill the emptiness. The
oneself. A person must more than simply want to 'Coke' symbolizes the material things we try to fill
do this, they have to ne.edto do it. If someone came the emptiness with. Coke doesn't nourish you, it
to me and asked me how to forgive themselves, just provides immediate gratification.
and others, I would know they weren't really ready DNJ: The figures declare themselves as Forgiveness and
to do so.... that they were still attached to their Thankfulness. What is their relationship?
issues. By asking "How can I forgive?" they are DRT: They work together; they are inseparable.
reallv saving, "I'm not readv to fore:ive." When a DNJ: Who or what might the Third Being symbolize?
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DRT: I've wondered about that. I think it must
symbolize Love, because Love is what makes
Thankfulness and Forgivene&~ work.
DNJ: What is the wrong way?
DRT: The "wrong way" is the way most of us are
going, looking for material things to fill a spiritual
void. It just doesn't work. We will never have
enough material things to make up for the lack of
spiritual nourishment. Until we realize this we will
simply keep looking for one more thing to try and
make the emptiness go away.
DNJ: What does the 'right wmj'/East represent?
DRT: East is the Good Red Road, the Spiritual
Path. In some Native American traditions, East is
the direction of enlightenment. It is the direction of
new beginnings, of rebirth. In my own Navajo
tradition we get up each morning and go out to
greet the sunrise and pray with corn pollen, because,
it's the direction spiritual gifts come from. Our
Holy People come from the East at sunrise. To me,
in saying "turn around and go East," it is telling us
to return to our Spiritual path.
DNJ: The water, which is all you (we) need. What does
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water symbolize?
DRT: Think about water for a moment. Visualize
the Earth without water. Everything is nourished
from water. We grew in the waters of our mother's
wombs.
Next to air, water is the most important thing in our
physical existence. We can live only a short time
without it. To me the water in the dream symbolizes
Spirit. It is what nourishes our inner being. Spirit
makes us grow and without it we die inside. Spirit
is all we need to satisfy our emptiness.
DNJ: In essence, what is the teaching of tlris dream for

us all?

DRT: As we've gained more material things and
technology has made our lives easier, we've begun
to feel as though we're the ultimate creation. We've
become selfish and are no longer thankful or
forgiving; we are losing our spiritual connection to
Creator. We are also losing our appreciation, and
respect for Mother Earth who nourishes us. In the
process, we are losing respect for ourselves and for
one another. Greed rules, and we are spiritually
empty, like the flat land in the dream.
We plunder the earth's resource'S without regard
to the future. We pollute our waters, the very thing
we need for life. We are suffocating in our own

waste. Our children are spiritually dead and think
nothing of taking another human's life. No wonder
we can't forgive ourselves. In the past we were
responsible for finding our own food, creating our
own clothing, pots, baskets and tools. It kept us
humble. There was a lot of love that went into
growing our crops. We'd pray for sun and rain and
abundance, our survival depended on it. As the
plants grew, we felt our connection to the earth and
we saw the spark of Creator in each new bud. We
were thankful for a bountiful harvest, because we
wouldn't starve and we gave thanks in our hearts
each time we ate. Now we go to a supermarket and
buy these things. We feel no relationship to them.
We buy meat in a package, and forget an animal, a
living being gave its life so we can eat. We don't
even say 'thank you.' Indeed we are going the wrong
way.
It's time to reevaluate what is important, and
once again practice thankfulness and forgiveness,
humbleness and love, in our daily lives. We must
turn around and walk the Spiritual Path and drink
the water of Spirit to nourish our souls. The flat
land in the dream wasn't dry and barren, it had
fine grass on it. I think there is still hope for us. 'v
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Through dreams we are able to embrace paradox
as it confronts us in our emotional lives.
The dream sometimes contains the cues
for reconciliation or transfonnation.
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How Lunderstand_thisdn~am upon waking:

c:[._ he theme of propriety runs through it, the
conflict between ego and gift. By wanting to possess
knowledge rather than serve as a conduit, I impoverish
· myself. I am better off giving freely.
The dream occurs during a visit from Scott, my
eldest son, with whom I have just had a profound
discussion about forhiveness and Jetting go of our
pain.
The son in my dream is a composite of all three
of my sons, but mostly it is Scott. The mushrooms are
life, the sea perhaps our eventual death or destiny; the
trees planted as a barrier raises the issue of access and
propriety .
We have so little time for this visit from Scott and
his wife Melisa and two young children. The five
days that I feared might be too long with so many
peopl e in a small house (and I feeling protectiv·e of
Joan, my wife, who is recovering from cancer) now
seems far too short. joan and I are loving every minute
of grandparenting. And my earlier fears I see now
were of intimacy and the old pain and guilt that has
stood as a barrier between Scott and myself.

Last night, before going to bed, I showed Scott
and Melissa a poem I had written, about Joan's cancer
and a letter I had written to my own father about our
love and our own pain. Both the poem and the Jetter
were intimate, yet written for publication. In offering
them, I vaguely apologized for the latter. The dream
raises for me the issue of intellectual property, of my
private vs. public life as an artist and the paradox of
access. Is the artist who bares his soul so different
from the parent? It is when we withhold our pain and
self-knowledge, our own arcane language of paradox,
that we deny ourselves.
The brown monk's tears, or the monk's brown
tears, are sacred. They refer I think to Scott's belief in
Christ, and to my own discovery of selfless love.
The dream also touches on a conflict I have felt
since last summer, upon completing a project on which
I had worked selflessly and creatively for three years.
Now that it is over, I want ac-knowledgment or thanks
for my leadership, which I know cannot be expressed
by the group at large, partly because the project's
success depended on eY.er}!:QD.e getting selflessly
involved. I am annoyed at myself for needing (or
thinking I need) to be singled out for recognition. Yet
the feeling will not go away. I want to repossess the
gift of my devotion, which is no longer mine.
The thanks, I know, must come from me. The·
developmental task is one of self-affirmation. I am not
there yet. The dream speaks to that task. It speaks to
the folly of trying to possess that which belongs to the
commonweal, that which must be given freely or it
disappears.
As I write these words, I realize that I am the
brown monk. My present pain is not what f suppose,
but will be distilled into something pure.
It is that transformation I seek also in my
relationship with my son. \7
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~rom the beginning of our relationship,
dreams have played a key role. We met at a 1996
conference on dreams in Berkeley and chose to
wait until we dreamed about each other before
deciding how best to act on the strong attraction we
felt after frequently meeting and talking in the
Claremont Hotel corridors. Since then our dreams
have continued to speak to important issues
between us, ranging from birth control to building
a balanced, co-creative partnership. Our dreams
have brought to light subtle emotional undercurrents between us and provided insight about
the growing edges in our relationship.
We view our dreams involving each other
as summaries of our individual intrapsychic
concerns and as portraits of current or potential
themes or dynamics between us. We have found
that the two levels are related. To dismiss either
perspective, no matter how "untrue" a dream may
appear at first glance, is to miss opportunities for
critical examination and greater understanding of
our behavior and its effect on each other. In fact, we
have found that often in disturbing dreams about

each other there is unexpected, affirming information about both of us. We have also found
that we have intuited and reflected back to the
other, in a dream "portrait," something that he or
she is currently unable to recognize or understand
about him or herself. Together these portraits point
to a theme or dynamic in our individual lives and
interaction.
This kind of work can be painful at times,
even between two deeply loving and committed
people. Yet knowing that our relating draws out
our "hidden" dramas for our benefit, we value this
kind of dreamwork as a way in which to constructively explore them.
We share two dreams here. There are
numerous levels of interpretation and meaning.
We focus on two levels that speak to a theme in our
relationship. One level addresses our mutual love
of independence and the second speaks to our
individual fears: John's fear of being underappreciated and displaced and Jane's fears about
being restricted and suppressed . Both levels
appeared when Jane began to find creative teaching
Vol.17 No. 2/Dream Network
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opportunities after a long period of seclusion. We
try to give some sense of how we go about
examining our dreams by writing this in ~on
versation. In actuality, this dialogue took place,
intermittently, over a number of days and nights.
These dreams occurred about a week apart.

John's dream came first
I am home with fane. She is going out to teach a class
or something. She seems preoccupied and says she
might be bringing someone back with Jur. I'm not sure
what she means, but feel uncomfortable about her
preoccupation. Sometime later she retums with a male
student of hers who looks to be about 17. Whm l
wonder why she brought him home, size says she wants
Jzim to be here. I am confused and annoyed by this.
I say, "Look, I don't understand what's going on and
we don't have enough places to sleep either.
I guess he can sleep in the spare room in a sleeping bag."
fane sm;s, "No. I wmzt him to sleep here," indicatillg
a large bed in the middle of the room that already has
several people in it whom I take to be
family members or children, and it's where we also
sleep. I say, "But there's not mough room.
Where do you think I'm going to sleep?" Jane sm;s,
"You can sleep on the floor with some blankets. "
I am hurt and outraged by this. fane goes into another
room which seems to be crammed witlz a lot of stuff
She is arranging, or making order, or just keeping
busy. I'm not sure which. I follow her into the room
and say, "Look. I've got to talk to you. He can't stay
here." Jane seems reluctant, but I am firm. I practically
take her by the arm and lead her out onto a concrete
terrace, where there are several men talking. There are
raised seats like bleachers on the left and a swimming
pool is on our riglzt with people swimming. I say," I
can't understand or believe what is going on with
you. " Jane continues a determined resistance to my
concem. I feel I can't get her to even take me seriously,
so I say, "If you can't see what upsets me about tlzis,
then I want a divorce." Finally I seem to have gotten
Jane's attention. She begins to cry. l feel badly hurt,
scared. I ca~~'t imagine ever getting to the place I would
even think about divorce, but now I can begin to talk to
her about all this pain and confusion."

that was completely new. Our work and outer world
patterns have shifted a lot in the last year to where you
are sometimes earning more than I. Things have taken
on a different kind of momentum as you turn increasingly
to activities of great interest to you which you have been
gestating for a long time. I feel almost discarded now as
I continue on doing work without joy just to make
payments on past debts with no end in sight. The
momentum I poured so much energy into during a year
of considerable self sacrifice now seems to be leaving me
lonely and undervalued.
Jane: I can see how you would feel that way. You were
supporting us at first. Now, I have done a lot of that this
year and you haven't had to worry quite so much, or
work at something you despised, however our combined earning power hasn't changed our overall situation
much, except that I suddenly have this whole other part
of my life unfolding.
What's interesting to me about the age of 17 is
that was how old I was when I left home. This makes me
think that this young man I've brought home represents
my current sense of creative freedom, much like the
freedom that I felt at 17. And this "alliance" makes you
feel suddenly displaced, like there is no room for a
creative partnership with me. Your dream tells me I
need to make more space in my creative world for you.
Your tremendous pain about being pushed out tells me
this is a very deep hurt, one that you have carried for a
long time.
John: That rings true for me. I don't know what the
significance of 17 is for me. But playing with possibilities,
it was about 17 years ago that I began studying at the
Berkeley Psychic Institute. That was a time of very
expansive growth for me in which vast new areas of
understanding opened. Perhaps the dream is suggesting
that you are aligning with a similar process of expanded
consciousness and interaction and I'm afraid I'll be left
out. This is all the more important, as you and I share
more interests and values than I have yet experienced
with anyone and I have been waiting all my life for the
kind of creativity I can undertake with you. I want this
alliance very much.

Here is Jane's dream.
It is a Sundm; afternoon and John and I have gone for a
drive to a small pleasant restaura~~t "up valley" in the
John: This alliance with the 17-year-old speaks 1o a area I used to live. We are going to have a beer or drink
growing fear I have that I am going to be displaced.
of some kind and I notice that someone with whom I
I have to trust that somehow whatever love you have for
work is following us in his car. I am surprised to see
me will hold you here until I can get free enough to
him and even more surprised when he appears as the
create with you as we agreed. I didn't feel this vulnerable
bartender in the restaurant. I become self conscious
in the beginning of our relationship. You were the more
when I see he is watching us and John begins to act
dependent one. And we were both building something
strangely. fohn is suddenly loud and angry and now
20 Dream Network/Vol.17 No.2

wearing an infant's elastic lacy, blue ribbon around his
head. He wants to eat dinner here, but I don't want to
stay. I feel like cooking and tell him I'd rather go and
cook something at home that's not only better but much
cheaper... and more private. I wa11t to find out what
John's so upset about. He SlllJS he does11 't want to
return to my daughter's apartmmt (from where we
have just come). I agree. He says lze Heeds to go to tlze
bathroom before we leave. A few minutes later I go over
to the bathroom doors to wait for lzim. As I do, he comes
out and now has three metal clamps around his Jzead,
along with the baby ribbon. [These are the clamps he
uses in waking life for gluing wood togetlzer.] I'm
shocked and ask if he feels okay; certain tlzese clamps must
be really hutting him.

one you continually refer to in Riane Eisler's work. The
flexible infant's ribbon you are also wearing speaks to
this. Perhaps your anger has to do with impatience at
not being able to express that fully yet. In our waking
lives you often talk about your frustration with having
to attend to mundane tasks instead of being able to focus your
whole energy on this new area of partnership and dreams.

John: Here, too, I need to make a display of some kind
to get your attention about something that is upsetting
me. There is an obvious parallel between "my" behavior
in your dream and "my" behavior in my own dream.
Here, in your dream, although we have areas of
disagreement, we quickly work through them, or they
don't linger in the dream narrative. Yet, I still seem to
need to "relieve" myself, and call attention to myself as
if something remains unresolved . The nature of my
distress, reflected by my choice of clamps as a fashion
statement, seems to point to some sort of pressure I'm
feeling. In my waking life, damps are a tool associated
with the creative process of bonding two things that
were previously unconnected. Am I making a suggestion
to you?

We have begun to recognize that all relationships
between people contain a theme or themes revealed by
the waking dynamics between them and detailed
profusely in their dreams whether or not these
phenomena are conscious for them. The importance of
this has been noted in various schools of thought, and
can be looked upon as something like the master purpose
of the relationship, e.g. to move the person along in
some way on the path to greater self fulfillment or as
Jung called it individuation. For one interested in personal
growth, an important step is to become aware, first, that
there is such a "theme" operating in a very active way.
In order to work with the relationship dynamics in a
constructive manner, both individuals in a relationship
must be willing to become more conscious of the theme(s)
as they play out in the conflicts and differences of
perspective they experience with one another. This is
helpful in understanding our motivations and working
effectively with whatever "comes up" between two
people. When an individual changes partners or jobs
repeatedly in life and only vaguely notices that
everything always seems the same with different scenery,
it is evidence that either the relationship themes are not
recognized or the willingness to work consciously with
the elements of conflict is not present.
Some relationships involve dynamics between
more than two people. For example, in group conflict
resolution there are processes which recognize the
interrelated character of quite complex dynamics, but
the core process always seems to focus on the conflicting
edge between two differing perspectives of reality. This
is the arena in which the themes of our lives play
themselves out, asking us to recognize and work with
them. To avoid the marvelous potential inherent in
conflict, as we are taught to do, is to avoid the creative
opportunity to move in a rich ground of growth and
change. That is the paradox of conflict that comes from
the richness of difference between us. \7\7

Jane: That's very useful because in the dream I worried
that these clamps hurt you and that they were restrictive
and that this image of you reflected something about
mental restraints - both on yourself and on me. This
image was disturbing to me when I woke from this
dream, as such restraints have caused me pain in my life.
I have only seen you using clamps in waking life when
you are repairing some old tool you've decided to keep.
Hearing that you've used them more for creating new
things gives me another sense about the dream. These
clamps signal that something new is underway and that
this project, so to speak, involves the bonding together
of different, separate ideas and making a new way of
thinking. I have been aware that I was looking at dreams
in a new way on my own, before I met you, in my focus
on the interpersonal level in dreams.
You and I are consciously trying to do this work
together now. We are also trying to bond two very
different styles of working with dreams. And we are
merging feminine and masculine ways of being. The list
goes on. So, on another level, the John in my dream is
you and the merging going on in your mind involves the
creating of a new paradigm of partnership, perhaps the

John: I think that's true. How poignant! For example,
I hate it every time I have to leave you writing to go off
to work on some job, when I want to be writing with
you, or working with people's dreams as you are
beginning to do more frequently. I can find some comfort
in your insight into your own dream, in that I have
apparently caught your attention, and the very
independent you is now alerted to how important my
participation in this partnership activity is to me.
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I awaken filled with yearning for emotional union, for passion and utter, vital livingness, rather than my
current carefullft controlled existence ... I have been increasingly aware of my shad ow-self after reading Romancing
the.Shadnw- luminatingJruuJarkSidg_ofJhe..S.oul by Connie Zweig and Steve Wolf. This shadow-work has
stirred up deep feeling. I become more aware of wars in which I carry my grandmother's and m other's shadowqualities and unlived life. I begin to recognize how have kept myself safe and how this now feels limited and
unsatisfying to me. I am now more willing to risk my self in intimacy, in deeper relationship.
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Handcrafted by artisans
in Taos, New Mexico .

'l:lte suttduttcke.d 9tlltouette,
pe'L'6ume.d
61( tlte $ummn ea'l'th~

For catalog, call
1-800-8 9DREAM
PO Box 2155
Ranchos de Taos, NM 87557

1. de 'kltd .... <U#i s~ 7e.

Visit our Website at

k,'!)~S~

http://www.silverhawk.com/taosl dream .html

Email: antara2@'lotmail,.com
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!Jn t:he Y.Veek qha.t:
?:>tlncess 'Dl & /hother \leresa
~ Ita ve lost: ntl( ~Vl~e.

Site ls dead o~ lncu~a6le d.lsease.
!) Ita ve lost: m I( 1<>1l~e,

I DreamQuest Cards I
70 Question Cards & Instruction Booklet
Also Interprets Waking Life Dramas

Htl( <7ne and onll(, 6est:, lnt:lmat:e ~rzlend.
We met: ln lttglt ~cltool.
We 1<>1e~e marz~ted
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/11.1(
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have l<7st: t:ltel~ mot:lterz.
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"... synchronicity lends a mystical quality to
this non-projective yet highly effective
method of dreamwork."
Rita Dwyer, Past President & Current
Executive Officer of the Association for the
Study of Dreams

Order Toll Free 1-888'-581-9191
-.dream- quest.com
US $24.95 CDN $29.95 + P&H VISA MC & Cheque
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~ JJ!leet6~ tire »~~"'~

Man:

Dreams can invite the most unexpected relationships ....
4~'111e44~

The Noseless Man entered my dreaming world May 11, 1996. From the get-go, I knew this to be a
potent dream image, yet in my wildest dreams I could not have imagined where this one would lead.
My Noseless Man led me into a new relationship with a friend I've yet to meet in person. But I'm
getting ahead of myself. It was a dog named Monkey who had the initial connection with my Noseless
Man. But first, here's the actual dream .
DREAM: May 11,1996

The Noseless Man Will Die Next Week
J!m waliWu; tfvuJugft tire p.aJt and 6.l6p to. tcdlt witlt a
fe11aw ~ AUJ.s£ i4 ~in a 6atuLaJ;e. actuatltj,
~ tuM.e i4 gmre ~ t&u i4 a f1al ~ ~ ~
tuJ4e dwul.d k :Jle(.,_ ~and~- ~~~
witlr. flim. 5k .N~ .Man~ a&ud fuJw. fre
~ mtcelt ~and~ ckpilt~llinu
fre t&1t ~ fUMe. Cld. i/ to. demon.Wtate., now. """"' peaple
~ in {lumt of flim in line, one 8elrind tire allwt, and fre
~ in a new W411· 5-&n tire l!um6lalo!t- tell,_ eu,
(( :Jle(U dU rwrt wuli."
5& tna~ie~t.-offact 6.lakmDd Jto.c& m£, l1inu tire
.N~ .Man i4 ~ a&ud fi{£- and~~
witlr. ckp1lt f'~· 5k ~ ~ ltUJ di..una~~,
ALUifflLJ. U(!)Jt IUl fre cf.oe6n<t mind ,1,.:-~ at aU____..,-. "''
,
'
"Y"'Y'
.
it'"' tul&i.g deal. :Jle'.,_ fine.((

Notes from my dream journal:
Seems like some of my outer sensing apparatus (nose) is taking a back seat to my developing inner
sensing ... the nose knows. What scares me a bit is dying to some of my old familiar ways of viewing my
world. The dream may be suggesting there is no need for concern. Go for it!
Rather than presenting more insights gleaned from this dream (important as they are to me), this
article focuses on an altogether different direction in dreamwork. Here's what happened.

Enter Jesse Reklaw, Cartoonist:
While surfing the net, shortly after the Noseless Man appeared in my dream, I came across Jesse
Reklaw and his cartoon versions of dreams in Slow Wave. Immediately intrigued, I sent him this dream
and shortly thereafter I was dazzled to see it cleverly rendered in cartoon form. What fun!
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Unusual Dream Direction:
I thought, "Well, that's that
for the Noseless Man - on to
other things," not yet realizing
that this dream had a mind of its
own. It just so happened that out
in Seattle a few weeks later, a
grief-stricken Lucy Flanagan
happened across my cartoon in a
local paper, The Rocket, and felt
compelled to find the person (me)
who had this dream. Here is the
actual email Lucy sent to Jesse
Reklaw, January 28, 1997:
"Your dream about the
man who was missing his
nose - I want to talk with
the person who had this
dream - it has vast
significance to me. Please
get back to me. Thank you."
Graciously, Jesse complied, and
to this day I recall my feeling of
astonishment, almost surreal, as
Lucy emailed me her story. Her
beloved dog, Monkey, had died
very recently due to a tumor on
his nose. The vet said he could
operate by cutting off Monkey's
nose, but still the dog's chances
would be slim. A devastated Lucy
opted for euthanasia. But here,
let Lucy tell her own story
excerpted from her journal ... .

Lucy Speaks:
"Once upon a time there was
a very beautiful dog named
Monkey who was indescribable.
He was innocent, intense, understanding, acting upon that
understanding, timid and brave
at the same time, poised, dear,
funny, gorgeous. Anyway, Monkey loved life and eagerly awaited
each day because that meant an
opportunity to explore, to m eet
new creatures and, optimally, to
conquer them! He had long,
shapely brindled legs that flitted
in the daooled lie:ht in a blur of

movement. We spent about 22
hours a week ranging Seattle's
park system together.
"Monkey came down with a
APPRECIATING
cancer in his nose that I didn't
DREAMS
discover until it was too late and
A
Group
Approach
I had to put Monkey to sleep. I
by MONTAGUE ULLMAN, M.D.,
was devastated by the loss of my
Clinical Professor Emeritus,
best friend in all the world. We
Department of Psychiatry,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine,
had been together 12 years.
New York
"One day, about two weeks
Foreword by John P. Briggs, M.D.
after losing Monkey, I was wan- As Montague Ullman
,\f-'PM£::Ci.{T!N G
dering around in a daze and came writes, "Our dreams
D R f: :\ M S
speak
to
us
in
a
lanupon a rock music newspaper ,
guage all of us can
desperate for something to read learn." An eloquently
over lunch. There, in the back, written book by the
~
was a cartoon. It was one of the dream specialist of
.
our
age,
AppreciSlow Wave series depicting
~ ",V,V,'>(\t%j~
ating Dreams de• ••
peoples' dreams. This dream velops a compret:ll. hl.l ~>l.r.
struck me like a lightening bolt.
hensive technique
"In the dream, the dreamer for exploring dreams in small group
was in the park and came upon a settings. Learn the basic principles of how
to help the dreamer using this particular
man with no nose. He had with technique, which is now known and rehim a translator because pre- spected worldwide. In addition to describsumably with no nose he couldn't ing the structure of a dream group session,
talk either (dream logic here). The this volume offers practical guidelines to
dream group leaders and those who want
translator explained that while to study dreams, on their own or with
the Noseless Man had lost his others. Accenting a clearly articulated
sense of smell, he compensated method, Ullman also considers how the
for this with enhanced percep- dream group can be used within the larger
framework of individual therapy. A stagetions in another dimension. As if by-stage approach to understand ing
to demonstrate, the Nose less Man dreams, Appreciating Dreams shows
lines himself up against four other how natural and effective dream work
people in a row creating a 3-D with groups can be.
display. Then the translator Both practitioners and others who lead or
train dream appreciation group leaders
informed the dreamer that the will want to use this indispensable manual
Noseless Man was going to die in of dream analysis. Students of counseling
a couple of weeks. This shocked technique w ill also draw valuable informathe hell out of the dreamer who tion from Appreciating Dreams.
{April) I 304 pages I $52.00 {h) {01272)
was horrified because the Nose- 11996
$24.95 {p) {01280)
les..<> Man seemed to love life so
much. She didn't know what to
HOW TO ORDER
say. This surprised the translator
Phone: (805) 499-9774
who rushed to reassure her, 'Oh,
Fax: (805) 499-0871
no, it's no big deal. He'll be fine.'
Mail: Sage Publications, Inc.
2455 Teller Road, Thousand Oaks, CA
"Naturally, this story was like
91320-2218
rain on a desert to me. It seemed
E-mail: order@sagepub.com
to come from the supernatural,
World Wide Web:
grasping as I was at any straw
http:// www.sagepub.com
that would bring me in contact
with the beyond and back in
@
touch with Monkey. I saw at the
SAGE PUBLICATIONS, INC.
l t;ro.; y ~r iH <!.i ,·l:
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THE LANGUAGE OF DREAMS
DreamWeavers (1-800-301-5553;
www .dreamweavers.org)

The Language of Dreams is a
series of 15 videotapes that teaches
basic tenets of Jungian psychology
and dream analysis. The tapes
mostly consist of conversations/
interviews featuring a few Jungian
analysts or enthusiasts (predominantly, host Elizabeth Strahan and
producer I director Carol Sellers
Herbert), occasionally embellished
with clips from dream workshops,
participants' illustrations of their
dreams and/ or historical artistic
images.
The tapes begin by outlining a
basic structure for dreamwork
(Tapes 1 and 2), then go on to
examine aspects of masculinity and
femininity in dreams (Tapes 3- 6),
then finally branch off into more
specific topics such as relationships,
personality types, particular animals, vehicles, costume, and life
cycles (Tapes 7- 10 and 12 -16). A
Study Guide and Dream Journal
workbook are also available from
the publisher. Puzzlingly, there
seems to be no Tape 11.
While I found the premise of
the series exciting, the method
solid, and much of the content
enlightening, I must admit that I
found the tapes disappointingly
difficult to sit through. While the
spokes people constantly espoused
the importance of visual imagery
and agreed upon its strong impact
upon us, the tapes themselves
contained little visual interest,
repeatedly set against the same
cold, stone-wall background. Misled by the series' beautiful packaging and marketing materials,

I assumed that the tapes themselves provided in the Study Guide.
Overall, the tapes are useful,
would be equally artistically sobut
not (in my opinion) worth the
phisticated. Instead, the production
asking
price- at least, not for those
seemed a bit "low-budget'' with
of
us
whose
financial resources are
emphasis on talking heads, uneven
limited.
If
you
can borrow the series
sound quality and editing, slow
from
a
library
or a friend, do so.
pace, etc.
But
if
you
have
$376 and many
Setting the technical aspects
hours
of
free
time,
they might be
aside, the information was fine.
better
invested
by
taking
a comEven as a seasoned dreamworker
munity
college
course
on
Jungian
who had already studied Jungian
concepts, I picked up some inter- psychology or hiring a Jungian
esting new ideas and frameworks psychologist to work with your
for my personal dream study. For dreams on an individual basis for a
instance, I . thoroughly enjoyed . few sessions.
I Strahan's explication of The Wizard I I hope that the producers
ofOz as a story of a woman corning consider offering an updated
to terms with the various aspects version of the series at some point
of her animus (Tape 4). And Allan in the future, adding visual and
Koen's extensive discussion of auditory interest for the viewer. The
relationships in terms of ancient concept is wonderful, and many of
alchemical processes (Tape 13) was the tapes have glimpses of their
true potential: to build a compelling
also fascinating.
But I frequently found myself and exciting bridge of underwishing for broader connections standing between dreamers and
with dreams. Some of the tapes their own dream imagery. As
which outlined useful Jungian Strahan asserts, "The dream is not
concepts never really illustrated in like a riddle that has a specific
a complete and concrete way how answer; it's more like an invitation
those concepts might be useful in to reflect on the major issues in
dreamwork. The first tapes ex- one's life, circling around them,
plored lengthy, detailed dreams in meditating on them ..." fl'..amJ.a ~
great depth, confusingly skipping
around within the producers'
proposed method/process. I wishAnother View of the
ed that the stages of the process
Dream
Weaver Video Series
could be explicated with short, clear
and concrete examples of each
I have to agree with most of
stage.
what Pamela Ryan has to say. She's
Strahan has a warm and peace- done a good job.
ful presence, and makes a good
So, what can I add? First of all,
guide/hostess. The Study Guide is I do like the beginning of each tape,
handy and helpful. I would skip with the lovely-colored stone wall
the journal/ workbook, though. It which reminds me of Jung' s love
primarily consists of multiple of stone and how he used it in later
copies of the same worksheet, years to build his tower. And I love
based upon the method already stones, so there's my connection.
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I don't have a problem with
repeating the beginning of each
video with the stones, the house,
the lovely flowers. In fact, this gives
me a sense of continuity to the tape
series.
Elizabeth Strahan is a fine
choice as moderator and interviewer because of her warm,
mothering nature, nicely balanced
with strength and intellect. I like her.
I do like the times when dreams
are 'worked on' in more rig~t
brained ways and the audience gets
to see the dreamers get their
crayons out and almost see their
minds churning as they produce
images on paper of some dream
character. Or they dance it out, or
mold it out of day, or talk to their
image or feeling as if it were a real
entity. These are the parts of the
videos I enjoy the best, partially
because of the spontaneity of it and
partly because I feel this is so vital
an approach in dreamwork/ play
and is often overlooked in the
'interpretation approach.'
I also enjoy the various Jungian
analyst guests that appear from
time to time, but would like to see
their eyes once in a while. Most of
the time they're looking at Elizabeth
or down at their notes perhaps.
All in all, I find the videos to be
enjoyable, useful, thought-provoking. I also appreciate the
ground-breaking aspect of putting
Jungian dream ideas, so sacred to
therapy sessions, out to the public
at large; perhaps more than anything, this is to be commended. This
is a time in the world when
dreamwork/ play needs to be out
in the mainstream as much a
possible, yet given with the necessary precautions and useful
methods.
In this light, the Dream Weaver
Video Series is gutsy! I commend
Ms. Strahan highly. What a tremendous undertaking this must
have been!

()ream Inspired Music and Art for
The New Millennium Created by
Jana Hutcheson
THE OPPOSITEs-A JOllRNEY
OF' THE SOl lL. Book $25 .00
CD $15 .00 Shipping $2.00.
To Order, Phone 415-647-7517 or
Send check or money order to
Jana Hutcheson,
740 Anderson Street
San Francisco, C A 94110

http://www.jps.net/opposi te

A Modern Fairy Tale
For Troubled Times
For everyone vvho's ever wished that Earth could somehow
be the paradise of their dreams, knowing that dreams are
wildly unpredictable .. .
"A remarkable book-containing valuable lessons
-Robert F. Butts,
for each and every one of us."
Husband of Jane Roberts, creator of the Seth Material

IAvailable through bookstores I

PLANET DREAMS, by Michaela Carlock

From Keswick House Publishers
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Empower Your Dreamlife!
Discover your own dream meanings with this highly
interactive, entertaining multimedia CD. Learn to use
your dreams to solve problems, learn skills, explore,
build creativity, become lucid, improve recall and
more. Includes online audio-guided dreamwork and
searchable dream journal. Rich video, audio, graphics,
animation , interaction and guided imagery .

Discover Yourself
Web: www .dreamcd.com (Free Tour)
Windows 95 Multi-User CD-ROM

* Treat Yourself
$49.95

E-Mail: DreamCD@USA.net
(888) 259-1299
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The MYfhic Connection••••
of Cherubim, who simply cannot be described. The
sense was of immense power and delicacy, beauty,
Angelic, Apocalyptic
dancing, higher innocence, speed and agility, and
interfusing, interweaving energies, all delicately
nd Alien Dn.~~Hns
golden and amoebic-animal-human in form.
!tifif (J ?Hatt-'ICC~t '8. 'K(Iift'l .',• :;'?4 'D
Awesomely beautiful and powerful, they whirled
~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ ecstatically to an unheard music. I stood watching
them and was completely lost in the vision. It
Jung has discussed, particularly in his book changed my life and after I awoke, I could scarcely
EL)dng Saucers, a metamorphosis of the gods occurs do a thing for days. How stagnant and tame the
at the end of each astrological era. Since we are now angelic hierarchy has become when diluted into
passing into Aquarius, a new mythology is doctrine, empty ritual, or belief! These powers were
emerging and being articulated in apocalyptic, vastly alive, overpoweringly real, staggeringly
prophetic dreams and visions worldwide. What powerful and terrifyingly beautiful beyond words.
Steven Spielberg achieved an admirable glimpse
seems to be happening at present- as we shift out
uf
this
quality in his portrayal of the terrible beauty
of Christian-dominated Pisces- is that the angels
and
potentially
destructive energy of the Seraphim
and demons of Christian mythology are b eing
that
were
released
from the Ark of the Covenant at
superseded by more morally ambiguous UFO and
the
end
of
the
first
Indiana Jones film.
alien dreams. Significantly, I've had only a few
Two
of
my
UFO
dreams relate to the emerging
'angel' dreams, but many dozens of UFO ones. The
'~lien myth.' There's a certain resonance between
following includes some examples of both.
A passage from Rilke' s 'Second Duino Elegy' the following dream and Jung's UFO dream
resonates with a dream I had recently of two (recounted in Memorics,_Dr.eams.... ) of the alien
object looking at him through a telescope, which
'species' of the angelic hierarchy:
led Jung to wonder whether he was dreaming the
But if the archangel now, perilous,
UFO, or whether it was dreaming him! If UFO
from behind the stars
events are the synchronistic manifestation of
took even one step down toward us:
archetypes, one would expect a mirror relationship
our own heart,
to exist between our dreams (the psychic plane)
beating higher and higher,
and the outer manifestation (the physical realm).
would beat us to death.

As

Purple Gyre

The angels are further described as 'mountainIn the dream, :1 WaA p.aJuul. at tlr.e edg.e 4 a cany.on
ranges, peaks growing red in the dawn of all
and
fuul ~ out of- tfte ~ to. wanJe,. a&ut. f'JJUJ.m tfte
Beginning, pollen of the flowering godhead, joints
Juj
de6.c.etukd
a 'Uf'JlQ in tlr.e {twn 4 a p.wr.ple ¥imriniJ
of pure light, corridors, stairways, thrones, space
to.p.,
al4ld
a
fu.t
CU~WM. 3-tlcuuhd em tfte ftoo.d 4 tlr.e ~,
formed from essence, shields made of ecstasy,
6liU
~,
and
eaw:kd an ilrJ.en4e acua of- ~,
storms of emotion whirled into rapture .. . mirrors,
~andilrtuJcma
(~emit tala, it~
which scoop up the beauty that has strea med from
their face which gather it back, into thcm~elvcs entire.' me 4 tlr.e t.i.Ule. w.d will-o--~wi6.p ¥/wr.e. in ee~
I like the Blak<'-ian sense of immense energy ~ 4 tfte 5./Wul !Rind). 5Ae. ~ to.p, tfwt 'W<1e
here, compared to the often tam e and listless f!uun tfte eM (lud and, fuuwting. ~ tfte 'UUUL, ~
portrayals of angelic beings one often encounters. p~frugenuwi.e pidu~te imag.e.1, 4~ (lwm fuunan
In a dream I had, I saw two levels of the angelic ~em tlr.e clifl ~ 4 tlr.e cmupm ~ .N.o. olfwt
hierarchy, firstly (as an anonymous Voice described (.oM weu wuuuul and :1 WaAle/t ~ wltdlwr. tfte
in the dream) "the Thrones, three of whom appeared p~ film imag.e.1, fuuL am;~ 04 meaning.
standing behind a distant mountain range above
Cosmic Hand
which their immense androgynous forms- clad in
The backdrop of this qream is a familiar one in
flowing robes, towered in shimmering apricot gold,
as though they, not the Sun, were the source o{ the many UFO dreams I've had - a night sky across
gentle light of dawn. I then looked up into the sky which many UFO lights - which are distant and
and saw, at cloud level, a gracefully whirling mass appear as stars milling about- are forming colored
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patterns. As I look up at the sky, I hold my hand
before my face and begin tracing with my finger a
design, the shape of a hand. In the background, the
UFO lights group together and take on the exact
shape I am outlining in complete syn<:htony with
my hand movements.
Reflecting on this later, I was struck by the
interdependence of the UFO activity and my own
action, as though each is mirrorirtg or projecting
the other. Archetypally, this would represent a
synchronicity between the two realities. The writing
hand motif seems to suggest that we are still the
authors of our own destinies, regardless of how
powerful or controlling these archetypal events
might appear. Paradoxically, we are shaped by the
myth that is emerging and we are simultaneously
forgers of the myth.
Undoubtedly, the above all relates to Jung's
axiom of "the reality of the psyche," hence the need
to honor and accept the reality of another's
experience. After dealing with several UFO
abduction cases in private therapy, I'm struck~ in
all instances- by the sincerity and humility of the
individuals involved, and by the genuinely
traumatic nature, for them, of what they've
experienced. The experiences usually take place in
a kind of waking-dreaming hybrid state. I'm also
struck by their blatantly archetypal nature: Women
giving birth to alien hybrid "Wise Babies" (a
transposition of the Virgin Birth motif?); people
receiving the equivalent of stigmata, etc.
Other theories accounting for UFO phenomena
are, in my view, either naively literalistic, e.g. the
recent Heaven's Gate tragedy, or assume that what's
happening is purely inner, or personal. Jung's
perspective seems to be the only one that fills the
bill of what is actually happening by bridging outer
and inner, personal and mythological, physical and
psychic. Personally, I'm fascinated to both observe
and experience -largely through my own dreams
and through relating toabductees- the emergence
of a new mythology that's transposing all the old
themes: gods and devils, star-beings and wise
teachers descending from the sky, into a new context
and form. When you're in a myth, you usually
don't recognize it as one so we all have our work
cut out for us if we are to contribute to and reflect
on its evolution.
Whitley Strieber's accounts in his Communion
books add further fuel to the mythic/ archetypal
view. As well as recounting a great wealth of

shadow confrontation material, Strieber' s recurrent
and disturbing journeying into the woods (recounted in Transformation) in a sort of dreaming
awake state, is a common feature of abductees'
night wanderings. Equally significant is the moral
ambiguity of the aliens and Strieber' s intense
emotional ambivalence toward them. This is
symptomatic of archetype activation. Notably in
this respect, the "Visitors'" primary method of
communication with him is, as one would predict,
symbolic or theatrical. Strieber' s dream of a fmge eye
a6- qmlfSeJt/Mld ~down M ftim in tfre ~is, in
this light, understandable.
AccotintsCOf a couple of disruptive apocalyptic
dreams, one Strieber's and one mine, might help to
shed further light on the potentially destructive
and creative potential of these activated archetypes.
Strieber had a dream in which a v.a6.l nuclewt. plant
explo.ded wltm tna6M6- pip& tltat fined ik wall,, eJtUPkd
witlt tmdeJt and 6eJtt people .rewaming ott in ale tliJrectiOtM.
I had an almost identical dream, except that tfre
pip& tm!!te ~and Jro.t dkam inl6. tfre aiJt ~
tfre pLant 6kw up. (Water is, of course, a symbol of
unconscious forces). Strieber also dreamed of tfre
moon~and of- tfre~ f!tagmeni6- ~oyituj
tfre &vult. In a terrifying dream I had recently, tlie "Uit
W4J, ~ dnd in [J'hJfemaic {.aJtiM, {dL out oj tfre
Juj towa~td tlie &utli aJ, p,wple ~ a8out t'f.yimJ in
v.ain to- 6JUU:e ~- foJt tfre impact.
The darkening of the sun symbolizes the fading
of a conscious dominant, an exploding moon the
destructive power of unconscious forces, or the
dark side of the feminine, currently manifesting as
the Earth's violent upheavals and self-purging
weather patterns through which she is attempting
to cleanse herself of the abuse and pollution she has
suffered.
As a related postscript, a few months ago I
dreamed :Z UJa6- in a la!tge, two,..,~ fuuMe in a 'to.om
of- wlticlt a v.a6.l callediM of-~ co.lwted, 11UJ~
!U1CIU - cJ.l.ected &j .N,ew. ~ JCaittina 9lap.ft.ad£ (note
the surname!) - UJa6- diJ11LUJPd M ~. :Z pic/Wl upcure of- ~ 1U1CIU and i~ &gmt to- ~
v.eJtticaU~. W.lten :Z got ttea't tlte ftigli ceiling, :Z
~ itweltkd and fmukd fed f-Vui.t m ~up.,ide.
down~· The dream suggested an inversion- or
reversal - of perspective which had something to
do with the way matter, or rather spirit incarnate in
matter is perceived and understood.
A recent dream shed further light on this prophetic
shift of awareness: in it, twindewt. quaJtt;z~, ~

ot
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choices of cereals to buy, most of us are running our
lives on automatic pilot. Thus we remain prisoners of
our conditioning, unaware of what is happening, or
why, or who we might really be.
Our dreams help reveal what is hidden, what needs
to be assimilated into consciousness. Healthy and rigid
identifications are revealed side by side Both need
attention, but the latter can feel at times like a
straigh~acket. The rebellious adolescent may prevent us
from experiencing intimacy, the stern critic stifles our
creative impulses and kills off our self-esteem, the mother
role may block access to the warrior's courage and
decisiveness, while the warrior may block access to the
heart's compassion and humility . Worse, certain
archetypal life scripts can be truly destructive, operating
like "black suns" (as Robert Bly calls them) within the
psyche that invisibly control behavior. The myth of TheArtist-Dying-Young, for example, "took" the lives of
Dylan Thomas, James Dean, Janis Joplin, Jimmi Hendrix,
River Phoenix, John Denver. Poet Sylvia Plath wrote,
"From the bottom of the pool, fixed stars govern a life."
At age thirty she died by her own hand.
One woman provides a more ordinary and felicitous
example of how a dream illuminates a limiting pattern.
In her dream, Martha goes to lunch with her work group,
but in the cafeteria she stays at the end of the line to l?ake
a fish for everyone. Sad not to be able to get a dessert, she
is further disgruntled when she finally arrives to take a
seat at the table only to find that everyone has nearly
finished eating. Yet she has barely anything on her plate,
and her fish offering has burned! Through dreamwork,
she recognized a lifelong habit of unnecessary selfsacrifice, which usually left her natural generosity
"burned to a crisp." In the dream's reenactment of the
burnt offerings of ancient rites, we see her deepest gifther selfless (christ) consciousness, her tenderness rendered inedible because of inappropriate timing. She
herself goes hungry and misses the opportunity for
normal sociability. Her psychological task became clear:
she needed to right this imbalance, to move from
premature martyrdom and burnout to restorative selfnurturance, from co-dependency to appropriate
generosity of spirit. She needed to eat the fish herself,
and join the feast of life.

Numinous Images Guide Us
As we come to know ourselves and break the chains
of limiting identities, like those of Jennifer and Martha,
we gradually disidentify from old ways of being and
behaving; we become aware of new options. The. "I/
Eye" becomes freer, more impartial, witnessing both
inner and outer dramas as the" dream" of life. Gradually,
the center of identity becomes more root~d in the eternal
view of the soul.
Our dreams also constantly feed us the positive
food we need to change. They continuously serve up
numinous and emotionally-laden images, even the
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nightmares, that are required to show us the way.
Examples of guiding images abound: An ancient tree
filled with huge white blossoms. A young boy brilliant
with natural laughter. A map of acupuncture points, all
glowing. An attic full of artist paints. A dark faceless
figure so black the dreamer is struck with terror. (But in
facing it, she learns not to run from fear and thus gains a
spiritual guide, for the shadow figure transforms into a
Native American elder, a spiritual grandfather who
supports her even today). A wolf who steps out of the
underbrush on the left, whose eyes are sheer pools of
light, his gentle, infinitely wise expression indicating
"Yes, you are on the right path." Standing in a church
pulpit, the dreamer holds up pieces of a bright blue
puzzle and instructs the congregation, "Find where you
fit!" (This presages a career shift; she soon enrolls in
divinity school.) These dream images all demonstrate
signs of the inner processes that guide us to become
more fully integrated as human and spiritual beings.

Dreams are the workshop of evolution.

?~·

The Crucible of Evolution
Yet the creative implications of our dreaming move
far beyond the individual. In James Joyce's 11l}'..sse.5, the
young artist Stephen Dedaelus vows, "I go forth to forge
in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of the
race." How is it possible that a single individual can
create a new conscience- consciousness- for the species?
And what has this possibility- this glimmering quirk
of wildness- got to do with dreaming?
Our dreams live closest to the creative source, the
fertile void which mystics and scientists alike call "the
field of all-possibility." They provide direct access to the
most ceaselessly creative resource we yet know (other
than the source of life itself), the human imagination.
"Everyone of us is a genius when we sleep," says a
popular dreamworker.
Through quantum physics which studies the nature
of matter and the structure of the universe, we are now
coming to understand what the mystics have always
known: that reality is more like a mind composed of
information and energy, that there is no such thing as
separate individuals, that all boundaries are infinitely
permeable, that everything is affected by everything else.
Creativity is the central characteristic of reality.
As Deepak Chopra put it, "The universe is one huge
dream machine churning out dreams." And our own
nightly dreams partake .of that totality, as do the more
visible "dreams" of our lives. Within the crucible of each
"individual" consciousness, new possibilities are born
out of the whole of life and are given back to the whole
of life. The Earth, each human being, each group and
ecosystem, small and large, is self-organizing system
interrelating with all other systems. We are all part of the
biological and psychic internet of the planet.
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Thrre comes a time
when civilization has to be renewed
by the discovery of new myste1ies,
by the undemocratic but sovereign power
of the imagination.
Norman 0. Brawn, L1pJJ_allyp_se_
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Jennifer's experience is rather like ours - sleeping
and waking, sleeping and waking, both literally and
figuratively, physically and spiritually. Are we aware
that we are sleeping? How may we awaken? Can the
dream activity that takes place while we sleep actually
assist in our greater awakening?
For Jennifer, this powerful moment of contact gave
her a glimpse of a greater presence, calm and benign,
which underlay all her daily doings, her frantic pace.
Rising from the sea of the unconscious to approach her
in her time of stillness, the whale revealed something
about Jennifer's own nature, the greater "I" or "Eye,"
which she could contact when she was ready. This
wordless wise presence is called by different namesthe Source, the Great Mother, the Ground of Being, the
dynamic ground, the unconscious, the life-in-matter,
God/ dess. The dream also points toward the power of
intuitive intelligence, a deeper way of knowing than our
schools, customs, and media acknowledge, but which is
the "Eye" and currency of dreaming.
This guiding dream helped the dreamer gradually
reorient her life toward a deeper reality that sustained
her in her work and life. It required that she let go of the
primacy of her intellect, and come into the belly center of
knowing as one of the doorways to the great mystery of
Being.

psychotherapy, most of us inevitably encounter the
compelling reality of our nightly dreams. Dreamwork is
one of the cornerstones of spiritual practice; it is intrinsic
to the development of an inner life. Yet many are shy or
uncomfortable about exploring this realm - partly
because the reigning mechanistic view of reality discounts
the value of the imagination and subjective experience,
and partly because our worship of reason would insist
that there is no logic to dreams or that we might u drown"
in their dangerous emotional waters. Thus the baby is
thrown out with the bath water, and the baby never
matures.
Nevertheless it is to our dreams that we owe our
sanity. Deprived of sleep for more than 36 hours, we
begin hallucinating. Dreams help the mind to regenerate,
integrate current life experience with the past, rehearse
for the future, and direct our attention where it is needed.
As Carl Jung taught us, they compensate for imbalances
in our conscious attitude or circumstances; they reveal
our hidden aspects, both positive and negative and, most
importantly, they help reveal our path, our calling.
Through the deep wisdom of the essential/higher Self,
they guide us quite precisely in the life journey of
becoming more whole and more truly ourselves.
Jennifer's dream offers just such a glimpse of wholeness.
The process of personal development can be
profoundly assisted through dreamwork. The practice
involves working consciously to acknowledge, decode,
and assimilate the implications of our dreams, and to
put into practice their guidance. Much as the whale
came of its own accord to visit Jennifer, rising to meet
her at her level of consciousness, beholding her with
impartial patience, our active engagement with our
dreams elicits an actual give-and-take with the inner
Self. Over time, we develop a reciprocal relationship
that is highly responsive and which deepens our process
of integration. The baby matures into adulthood, and,
behold! tracts of intelligence reveal themselves. One TV
producer gets his scripts from his dreams, a sculptor
chooses from among the many designs that his dreams
regularly lay before him; a mother gains insight into her
child's difficulties; in therapy a client is taken deeper
into his formative memories of childhood to retrieve the
innocent, wounded one, and helped to integrate his
experience of goodness and harm.

From the bottom of the pool,
fixed stars govern a life.
-

~ 7't.td,

"Word."

Cornerstone of Spiritual Practice

From Blindness to Sight,
Bondage to Freedom

Whether through illness, genetic inheritance, cultural
orientation, or the gradual opening to new dimensions
of consciousness through bodywork, meditation, art,.and

Just as we cannot see the backside of the moon, we
are all blind about ourselves in large degree. We do not
know why we respond the way we do. Though we have
outer freedoms like cars and the right to vote and endless
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choices of cereals to buy, most of us are running our
lives on automatic pilot. Thus we remain prisoners of
our conditioning, unaware of what is happening, or
why, or who we might really be.
Our dreams help reveal what is hidden, what needs
to be assimilated into consciousness. Healthy and rigid
identifications are revealed side by side Both need
attention, but the latter can feel at times like a
straightjacket. The rebellious adolescent may prevent us
from experiencing intimacy, the stern critic stifles our
creative impulses and kills off our self-esteem, the mother
role may block access to the warrior's courage and
decisiveness, while the warrior may block access to the
heart's compassion and humility. Worse, certain
archetypal life scripts can be truly destructive, operating
like "black suns" (as Robert Bly calls them) within the
psyche that invisibly control behavior. The myth of TheArtist-Dying-Young, for example, "took" the lives of
Dylan Thomas, James Dean, Janis Joplin, Jimmi Hendrix,
River Phoenix, John Denver. Poet Sylvia Plath wrote,
"From the bottom of the pool, fixed stars govern a life."
At age thirty she died by her own hand.
One woman provides a more ordinary and felicitous
example of how a dream illuminates a limiting pattern.
In her dream, Martha goes to lunch with her work group,
but in the cafeteria she stays at the end of the line to Qake
a fish for everyone. Sad not to be able to get a dessert, she
is further disgruntled when she finally arrives to take a
seat at the table only to find that everyone has nearly
finished eating. Yet she has barely anything on her plate,
and her fish offering has burned! Through dreamwork,
she recognized a lifelong habit of unnecessary selfsacrifice, which usually left her natural generosity
"burned to a crisp." In the dream's reenactment of the
burnt offerings of ancient rites, we see her deepest gifther selfless (christ) consciousness, her tenderness rendered inedible because of inappropriate timing. She
herself goes hungry and misses the opportunity for
normal sociability. Her psychological task became clear:
sh e needed to right this imbalance, to move from
premature martyrdom and burnout to restorative selfnurturance, from co-dependency to appropriate
generosity of spirit. She needed to eat the fish herself,
and join the feast of life.

Numinous Images Guide Us
As we come to know ourselves and break the chains
of limiting identities, like those of Jennifer and Martha,
we gradually disidentify from old ways of being .and
behaving; we become aware of new options. The "1/
Eye" becomes freer, more impartial, witnessing both
inner and outer dramas as the" dream" of life. Gradually,
the center of identity becomes more root~d in the eternal
view of the soul.
Our dreams also constantly feed us the positive
food we need to change. They continuously serve up
numinous and emotionally-laden images, even the
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nightmares, that are required to show us the way.
Examples of guiding images abound: An ancient tree
filled with huge white blossoms. A young boy brilliant
with natural laughter. A map of acupuncture points, all
glowing. An attic full of artist paints. A dark faceless
figure so black the dreamer is struck with terror. (But in
facing it, she learns not to run from fear and thus gains a
spiritual guide, for the shadow figure transforms into a
Native American elder, a spiritual grandfather who
supports her even today). A wolf who steps out of the
underbrush on the left, whose eyes are sheer pools of
light, his gentle, infinitely wise expression indicating
"Yes, you are on the right path." Standing in a church
pulpit, the dreamer holds up pieces of a bright blue
puzzle and instructs the congregation, "Find where you
fit!" (This presages a career shift; she soon enrolls in
divinity school.) These dream images all demonstrate
signs of the inner processes that guide us to become
more fully integrated as human and spiritual beings.

Dreams are the workshop of evolution.

?~

The Crucible of Evolution
Yet the creative implications of our dreaming move
far beyond the individual. In James Joyce's .l14'-sses, the
young artist Stephen Dedaelus vows, "I go forth to forge
in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of the
race." How is it possible that a single individual can
create a new conscience- consciousness- for the species?
And what has this possibility - this glimmering quirk
of wildness- got to do with dreaming?
Our dreams live closest to the creative source, the
fertile void which mystics and scientists alike call "the
field of all-possibility." They provide direct access to the
most ceaselessly creative resource we yet know (other
than the source of life itself), the human imagination.
"Everyone of us is a genius when we sleep," says a
popular dreamworker.
Through quantum physics which studies the nature
of matter and the structure of the universe, we are now
coming to understand what the mystics have always
known: that reality is more like a mind composed of
information and energy, that there is no such thing as
separate individuals, that all boundaries are infinitely
permeable, that everything is affected by everything else.
Creativity is the central characteristic of reality.
As Deepak Chopra put it, "The universe is one huge
dream machine churning out dreams." And our own
nightly dreams partake of that totality, as do the more
visible "dreams" of our lives. Within the crucible of each
"individual" consciousness, new possibilities are born
out of the whole of life and are given back to the whole
of life. The Earth, each human being, each group and
ecosystem, small and large, is a self-organizing system
interrelating with all other systems. We are all part of the
biological and psychic internet of the planet.

choices of cereals to buy, most of us are running our
lives on automatic pilot. Thus we remain prisoners of
our conditioning, unaware of what is happening, or
why, or who we might really be.
Our dreams help reveal what is hidden, what needs
to be assimilated into consciousness. Healthy and rigid
identifications are revealed side by side Both need
attention, but the latter can feel at times like a
straightjacket. The rebellious adolescent may prevent us
from experiencing intimacy, the stern critic stifles our
creative impulses and kills off our self-esteem, the mother
role may block access to the warrior's courage and
decisiveness, while the war.r ior may block access to the
heart's compassion and humility. Worse, certain
archetypal life scripts can be truly destructive, operating
like "black suns" (as Robert Bly calls them) within the
psyche that invisibly control behavior. The myth of TheArtist-Dying-Young, for example, "took" the lives of
Dylan Thomas, James Dean, Janis Joplin, Jimmi Hendrix,
River Phoenix, John Denver. Poet Sylvia Plath wrote,
"From the bottom of the pool, fixed stars govern a life."
At age thirty she died by her own hand.
One woman provides a more ordinary and felicitous
example of how a dream illuminates a limiting pattern.
In her dream, Martha goes to lunch with her work group,
but in the cafeteria she stays at the end of the line to l?ake
a fish for everyone. Sad not to be able to get a dessert, she
is further disgruntled when she finally arrives to take a
seat at the table only to find that everyone has nearly
finished eating. Yet she has barely anything on her plate,
and her fish offering has burned! Through dreamwork,
she recognized a lifelong habit of unnecessary selfsacrifice, which usually left her natural generosity
"burned to a crisp." In the dream's reenactment of the
burnt offerings of ancient rites, we see her deepest gifther selfless (christ) consciousness, her tenderness rendered inedible because of inappropriate timing. She
herself goes hungry and misses the opportunity for
normal sociability. Her psychological task became clear:
she needed to right this imbalance, to move from
premature martyrdom and burnout to restorative selfnurturance, from co-dependency to appropriate
generosity of spirit. She needed to eat the fish herself,
and join the feast of life.

Numinous Images Guide Us
As we come to know ourselves and break the chains
of limiting identities, like those of Jennifer and Martha,
we gradually disidentify from old ways of being .and
behaving; we become aware of new options. The "I/
Eye" becomes freer, more impartial, witnessing both
inner and outer dramas as the" dream" of life. Gradually,
the center of identity becomes more root~d in the eternal
view of the soul.
Our dreams also constantly feed us the positive
food we need to change. They continuously serve up
numinous and emotionally-laden images, even the
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nightmares, that are required to show us the way.
Examples of guiding images abound: An ancient tree
filled with huge white blossoms. A young boy brilliant
with natural laughter. A map of acupuncture points, all
glowing. An attic full of artist paints. A dark faceless
figure so black the dreamer is struck with terror. (But in
facing it, she learns not to run from fear and thus gains a
spiritual guide, for the shadow figure transforms into a
Native American elder, a spiritual grandfather who
supports her even today). A wolf who steps out of the
underbrush on the left, whose eyes are sheer pools of
light, his gentle, infinitely wise expression indicating
"Yes, you are on the right path." Standing in a church
pulpit, the dreamer holds up pieces of a bright blue
puzzle and instructs the congregation, "Find where you
fit!" (This presages a career shift; she soon enrolls in
divinity school.) These dream images all demonstrate
signs of the inner processes that guide us to become
more fully integrated as human and spiritual beings.

Dreams are the workshop of evolution.

?~

The Crucible of Evolution
Yet the creative implications of our dreaming move
far beyond the individual. In James Joyce's lJ.J¥sses, the
young artist Stephen Dedaelus vows, "I go forth to forge
in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of the
race." How is it possible that a single individual can
create a new conscience- consciousness- for the species?
And what has this possibility- this glimmering quirk
of wildness- got to do with dreaming?
Our dreams live closest to the creative source, the
fertile void which mystics and scientists alike call "the
field of all-possibility." They provide direct access to the
most ceaselessly creative resource we yet know (other
than the source of life itself), the human imagination.
"Everyone of us is a genius when we sleep," says a
popular dreamworker.
Through quantum physics which studies the nature
of matter and the structure of the universe, we are now
coming to understand what the mystics have always
known: that reality is more like a mind composed of
information and energy, that there is no such thing as
separate individuals, that all boundaries are infinitely
permeable, that everything is affected by everything else.
Creativity is the central characteristic of reality.
As Deepak Chopra put it, "The universe is one huge
dream machine churning out dreams." And our own
nightly dreams partake of that totality, as do the more
visible "dreams" of our lives. Within the crucible of each
"individual" consciousness, new possibilities are born
out of the whole of life and are given back to the whole
of life. The Earth, each human being, each group and
ecosystem, small and large, is a self-organizing system
interrelating with all other systems. We are all part of the
biological and psychic internet of the planet.

The Psychic Internet
Nowhere does evidence of this
reality show up so clearly as in our
dreams. Fluid, ever-changing, ceaselessly creative, they partake of the
open system of the creative unconscious which draws on all pertinent resources to make "its" point
and to generate new possibilities.
These resources include personal
experience, genetic and species
patterning (biological, psychic,
experiential), cultural consciousness,
and the universal "library" of planetary experience throughout time.
The breadth of intuitive access
to such huge resources- the original
and true Internet of the Earth- may
give dreaming a more central role in
the coming years. For we know two
things: 1) All solutions and visions,
for good or ill, originate in the
imagination. 2) The extraordinary
and unprecedented challenges of
living in a planetary culture are upon
us. They require a truly creative
response if we are to find our way
into new (or maybe old) social
organizations that live in harmony
with each other and the heavily
burdened earth. Our times require
guiding mythologies and inventions
appropriate to the new situation. We
must evolve. Are we evolving
already? Or perishing?
We must also learn how to
navigate intuitively in the unknowns
of nonlinear systems, in times of fastpaced and incremental personal,
social, and planetary transition.
Dreams can be hugely helpful here
since they are so often prescient. (This
is how Joseph knew to leave home
with pregnant Mary to escape
Herod's death threats; how Harriet
Tubman guided escaping slaves to
safety without a single mishap via
the underground railroad; how
General George S. Patton so uncannily anticipated his enemies'
moves.)

As Ferenczi said, "Dreams are
the workshop of evolution." So ·we
do our dreamwork not just for
ourselves as "isolated" individuals
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psychotherapist, group facilitator,aa7
and:
edumtor in spiritual psychology, dreamwork,
and creative expression. She is an Advisor to
the Dream Network Journal, teaches in New
England and direds The Dreamwlreel, a
program in dream edumtion in Concord, MA.
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The Dreamwheel, 191 Sudbury Road,
Concord, MA 01742-3423;
E-mail: Drearnwheel@cornpuserve.corn;
Tel. (978) 369-2634
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of the ~reamtime
©by Robert Moss

Here are the open secrets of the Dreamtime,
insights shared by many dreaming traditions and
indigenous peoples that challenge the ruling
paradigms of a culture that confuses the reaL with
the physical.

Dreaming, we choose the events that will
become manifest in our waking lives.

The fact that we dream things before they happen
does not mean that everything is predetermined.
People who are not active dreamers can get quite
confused about what is going on when they wake
Dreams are real experiences.
up to the fact that they are dreaming future events,
In big dreams, we are dealing with events, both large and small, all the time.
encounters and challenges that are entirely real on
I believe it's like this: If we do not remember
their own level of reality. Our dream memories our dreams, we are condemned to live them. (If we
may be garbled or muddy, but the dream is a real don't know where we're going, we will likely end
experience whose meaning lies within the dream- up where we are headed.) If we remember some of
scape itself. The dream experience, fully re- our dreams and screen them for messages about
membered, is its own interpretation.
the future, we will find ourselves able to make
wiser choices. We will discover that by taking
Dreams are flights of the soul.
appropriate action, we can often avoid the
Shamans say that in real dreams (waking or enactment of a "bad" dream, or bring about the
sleeping), one of two things is happening. Either fulfillment of a happy one. As we become conscious
we are journeying beyond our bodies, released from dreamers, we will find ourselves increasingly able
the limits of spacetime and the physical senses, or to choose the events that will become manifest in
we are receiving a visitation from a being- god, our waking lives inside the dreaming.
spirit, or fellow-dreamer - who does not suffer
The path of the soul after death
from these limitations. In the language of the
is the path of the soul in dreams.
Makiritare, a dreaming people of Venezuela, the
word for "dream," adekato, means literally a "flight Our dreambodies do not die when our physical
of the soul."
bodies lose vital signs. We will live on in them for a
shorter or greater time, according to our ruling
We have a dreambody
passions and personal evolution. We will find
as well as a physical body.
ourselves, as we do each night in dreams, in a
In our dreambodies, we can know pleasure and realm where thoughts are things and imagination
pain just as vividly as in our physical bodies. We - the great faculty of soul - can create whole
have more than one body, or vehicle of con- worlds.
sciousness, and when we go into the dreamworld
We come from the Dreaming and we are
and other worlds, we go embodied.
released into the Dreaming when we drop our sack
of meat and bones.
Dreams may be memories of the future.
We dream things before they happen in waking
life. If we work with our dreams and scan them for
precognitive content, we can develop a superb
personal radar system that will help us to navigate
in waking life.
36 Dream Network/Vol.17 No.2

Conscious dreaming is excellent preparation,
not only for the challenges that lie before us on the
roads of this life but for the challenges of the journey
we will make after physical death. How can we
know for sure? By doing it! \1
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Joel Metzger of Online Noetic
Network (ONN) recently published on
the World Wide Web an article I
originally wrote for Dream Network
called Dream Democracy: Integrative
Dream Narration. (see Vol. 13 I #3) In
the article, I describe a technique that
creates a sense of shared consciousness
by integrating the dreams of participants to revive a Dream Democracy
which we can use to address the powers
that can be hidden behind the
smokescreens of the Military Industrial
complex. I also suggested in the article
that physicists merge their dreams
together in order to evolve science to a
point where it begins to reciprocate the
intuitive and spiritual aspects of our
consciousness.
Shortly afterwards, I received a
response from Claudia Robinson, who
is working on getting an MA in
Environmental Leadership at the
N aropa Institute, a place known for its
'contemplative mandate in education.'
She suggested that I try an emai I
version of the Integrative Dream
Narration psychnique. She kindly
offered me her "EcoPsychology: Nature-Counseling Community ConnOection" email discussion group, in
which to try the experiment. She has
been the moderator of this internet
group since 1995. It consists mostly of
people interested in helping to create
and further the relatively unknown
field of EcoPsychology. "EcoPsychology bridges the domains of ecology
and psychology to address the psychological and spiritual roots of the
ecological crisis."
Ms. Robinson told me what motivated her to start such a group: "My
interest in EcoPsychology arose at a
time when I was questioning my
involvement with physics in an environment that did not respect my way
of knowing. I was wilting in that
environment and knew that unless I
conformed to the prevailing misguided
attitudes I didn't have a chance in the
field."
She considers Integrative Dream
Narration a form of ' transpersonal

sociology' and feels that it is a suitable
technique for EcoPsychology, since the
earth herself dreams (a belief held by
many indigenous people around the
world). Her idea to use the internet to
merge dreams sparked my interest so
much that I immediately subscribed to
the list and posted a request for dreams
to be integrated. I was extremely
nervous about using the internet as a
medium in which the dreams would
be merged. I felt more vulnerable doing
this, more so than doing Jive demonstrations of the psychnique in front
of 40 people. I kept thinking that all
those who subscribed to the list could
read the dreams that were posted and
see how the dreams were integrated as
well. A few people 0!1 the list protested
such a use of dreams, saying that
dreams should only be shared with
one's lover or analyst and no one else. I
agree some dreams should be kept
private, but not all. When I received a
sufficient number of dreams from the
participants, I then created a story and
then posted it in the email group list.
After I considered the feedback of
the list subscribers who volunteered
for the first time experiment, I then
experienced a kind of consciousness
that was so magnified and enhanced
that it overwhelmed me at first. I
realized that the interconnected computers themselves were greatly heightening the experience of shared consciousness, even more so than when
this psychnique is done in the physical
presence of others. It seemed to me
that the computers were actually
reciprocating this kind of usage of its
unique medium, somehow recognizing
something emerging within its matrix.
The computer's own consciousness
became very apparent and I think this
is what startled me. Unfortunately,
some of the more Cartesianly inclined
may write this off as a kind of technoanimism . Howe ver, once I gained
insight into this kind of emerging
awareness and became more familiar
with it, I conveyed to the moderator
my experiences. Claudia observed that
the computer itself is a profound

Address all correspondence to: faye C. Beldo,3554 Emerson Ave. South #16,
Minneapolis, MN. 55408 phone: 612-827-6835 e-mail: Netnous@Aol.Com

archetype. Such a profound, living
archetype should not be shunned by
those who fear and/ or disdain computer technology.
At night I would meditate on the
integrative dream story created with
the emailed dreams, put my hand on
my heart chakra and tune in to the
energies of the participants who helped
to create this dream matrix. I would
then imagine that I would travel
through the computer to arrive at the
matrix where the EcoPsycholo gy
discussion group 'existed.' Once in the
matrix, I could feel much resistance
amongst some of the participants; an
inability, if not unwillingness, to settle
into the' primal matrix' - the primordial
ground which supports all life as
described in the book, My__Name_ is
Chellis_ aruL lJn_ in_Reco~ry _fiQm
Wes.tern_CiYili.zation.

Somehow the dreams integrated via
the computer network assisted me in
getting through these peculiar resistances and reach some kind of core
essence within the group that was
trying to emerge and establish itself as
a new reality, much like the computer's
consciousness was trying to establish
itself. Perhaps what I was experiencing
were the 'chaotic attractors 'described
in Stanley Krippner's article in Dream
Network, Vo1.17 / No. 1. Chaotic .-\ttrnctors in Myth, attractors which find
o rder in what appears to be incomprehensible data by helping us
discern an underlying patterns. Overall, I sensed a kind of cooperation
between the computers and the participants.
Yet I felt quite vulnerable tloating in
the dreamtime cyberspace and I
unsubscribed from the EcoPsychology
group to regain my boundaries. It was
difficult to get used to such an enhanced
and amplified consciousness, yet I feel
strongly that it is something that need s
to be explored more thoroughly if we
are to harmoni ze technology with
spirituality and both with the earth. V
To subscribe to the Eco-Psyclwlogy list, """d your
email to: LISTSERV@MAELSTROM.-STJOHNS.EDU
and p•d SUBSCRIBE ECOPSYCHOL OG Y. For
"Yo 11rjirstname Yourlastname," replace with your actual
name. Also check out: www.wisdonr-talk.org or e-mail:
ONN/oel@wisdomtalk.org to get info. on how to subscribe
to Online Noetic Network
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The Orchestration

If I were to sum up the
process I use to help a dreamer
work on a dream in a group
context, it could be done iri. two
sentences. First, let us do everything we can to stimulate the flow
of thoughts and feeling s the
dreamer can bring to the imagery .
Second, after listening to all that
the dreamer has shared and all
the 'questions that have been
asked, then and only then, may
the group offer their ideas about
the connection s between th e
dream imagery and the waking
reality of the dreamer. These are
offered as "orchestrat ing projections." It takes a little doing to
get a dream to speak in its own
voice both to the dreamer and
the group.
It is this last stage that is often
so important for the dreamer and
yet is so difficult to teach. It often
seems to me to be like a mysteriou sly spontaneou s leap of
faith. I have come to the conclusion that it is impossible to
teach. Experience with the process
is of course essential, as is the
mastery of the essential skills of
listening to the dreamer and
learning how to put questions to
the dreamer that are helpful
without being intrusive. But how
does one teach empathy, intuition, sensitivity to metaphor?
The dreamer brings a' dream
to a group because he or she is
having difficulty maneuverin g in
the emotional currents that re-

suited in th e dream. Can you, by
v!rtue of w hat you are able to
give back .to th e dreamer in
response to all you have been
given by the dreamer, transform
this floun dering into an alignment with the direction of the
tid e, thus enabling the dreamer
to swim to the safety of the shore?
When I participate in a dream
group, my orchestratin g projection s do not always result in this
kind of a transformat ion. They
do so often enough, however, to
make me feel there must be some
way I can communica te to others
what J feel when I do succeed. I
began by saying it is impossible
to teach. Perhaps I should have
added, difficult by any ordinary
way of teaching. It requires a
change in attitude.
f'll begin with a feeling J
always have when I do succeed

38 Dream Network/V ol.17 No.2

in bringing the dream to life for
tl1e dreamer. The feeling is that I
.am not doing anything. True enough, Jam talking to the dreamer,
but it is as if I am just a vehicle for
thoughts that are forming themselves. Or, to put it another way:
I know they are my thoughts but
they seem to be coming from a
p lace somewhere between the
dreamer and myself. It is as if the
feelings the group managed to
eli cit from the dreamer in the
course of our work sets up an
emotional field to which we all
react to a greater or lesser extent.
It takes very careful listening to
tune into that field . It also takes
anot her ingredient whi ch is ha rd
to define. The closest I can get to
it is to so distance myself from
what I think I know abou t dreams
ge nerally and thi s particular
dream specifically, so that all a
priori assumption s are drained
out of my system. Only then do I
fee l prepared to receive what is
being conveyed to me from the
dreamer. This is not particularly
easy to do. It involves the attitudina l change to which I referred.
I'm not just talking figuratively when I refer to the emotional field that comes into being
as the dreamer works on a dream.
lt is something palpable, but only
if tw o conditions are met. Both
derive from the fact that feelings
-when they ring true- are the
connective tissue that bind us
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"O rchestration " is tlze closure i11 a
1;rocess for working with dream s ill
groups which Dr. Ullman has evolved
over many years of experience. The
full process is outlined in detail ill
lzis book DiermLA.ppr.eciJJiimt. (Ed.) .
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together. To what extent have we
h elped the dream er recover
feeling s that ring tru e in the way
they convey to the dreamer awake
the feelings that s haped the dream
when he or she was asleep?
Secondly, to what extent do
we come up with feelings that
ring true in us, arising out of the
way we juxtapose what the
dreamer gave to us, on to the
dream itself? When there is n
meeting in this way, there is also
a merging. It is this merging that
leaves me with the feeling that
the words I utter are not exclusively my own. They are jointly
authored through the merger. It
is thi s merging that comes into
being when orchestrations rench
their mark. Then J know J have
succeed ed in being ,1s honest with
the dreamer as the dreamer has
been in connecting with th e
dream. When that level of honesty
emerges in a group, the dream is ·
sure to come into its own and to
spea k to us in a voice that is loud
and clear. \7
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Thi s article is reprinted with penni ssion
from Dr. Ullman .. It origina lly appeared
in the newsletter Drmm Appreciatiou
(Vol. 3 No. 1), pub!i:-;hed by Wendy
Pannier. Write 105 Taylor Lane, Kennett
Square, PA 19348, or phone 610 I 925-0759
for subscription information.
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herearetimeswhendreaming, as well as when awake, some
peoples' innate "knowing'; formulates that which they "see." Some
people possess internal processors
that allow them to be tactile, threedimensional seers- and some are
knowers who base their visual
sense of the world on feeling and
perception; they access an "eye"
somewhere within that interprets
their visual field.
For the abstract dreamer, she
or he experiences the dream
circumstance or phenomenon
without clearly visualizing anything as concrete: an obje<!t,
environment or person, etc. They
experience their dreams through
a sense of knowing, and actually
describe dream components based
on that knowing and feeling. The
dream's vividness/ clarity is based
on degrees of the dream's intensity
and depth of feeling. Dream
things, people and scenarios
actually take form in its retelling
(in some form) and thus presents
necessary cues for the dreamer to
assess and interpret.
Some examples of the knowing vs. seeing phenomenon are
found in the following dream
submitted by areader. It illustrates
how she "knows" the events,
sequences and particular details
through the language in which
she retells the dream:

'':1 w.a4 willi a 6.ltUlfl fPUlUP 4
people duMed in w~ cu~t.t.vre
dollrin,g. 5~ fJt filie 5ili.pimJ. em
5.1ud. W.e we~t.e co.n.gmial, 6ut it
fJt filie we mig& fuwe Bun
~t.ej.ugee6. W.e W«£ ~in
~~~and in t& M.<rt

6«ne, we w.aUied into. a fUd.
( wfUdi fJt filie it W.Q4 ~).
{ 5./wre we~t.e] ~ on a 6/kll in
t& fud tliat liad inJ.tvunalion on
fwt&.Jtnedi.cin&.
man. in
t& 'UUUn 6lalded tafA.UuJ a&utt f&.
fwt&. :1 didn't 6-U fUm, jw.t IW.vuL
fW. ooia, tliat'6. fio.w. :1 fUr.eut it
w.a6. a man. JU fJt nuurli-li/U.
JU lf.Wa twuted WUJ.Uif.d and :1

a

lf.Wa daUt

fW.

f-aa.

:Iliad a tJ.ei£ CW-eJt. """ ftabt. and 46.
:1 fuoiWL iltUJ. t& ctJJUWt. 4 t&
~UUUn, :1 fUr.eut :Iliad a gem
~

/Jto.m """tJiriuL etp. and

:1 ~· Bang. aAh 18 uad (Jire
of. tire 6ool'l6. and o.ne .uUd
far.Je. ..far.Je; :1 ju6t fUr.eut
it w.a4 an fwt8. em tMdicine.''
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This dream is virtually oozing
with symbolic imagery, metaphors, puns and alchemical implications which present many
avenues for further investigation,
I was struck, however, with this
dreamer's ability to relate the
dream based on the feelings the
images evoked for her. While her
dreaming self was active, the
impressions of the dream events
came as a sort of knowing and
feeling without her actually seeing
any of the components, as one
would view a movie. Note the
frequency of her use of the words
"feIt" an d "know , e.g., .. .h e fieIt
monk-like ... ", "I knew I had a gem
radiating from ...."
For those of you who experience
your dreams in a different way
from the tactile, visual and
concrete "seers" in the dream
world, it is validating and affirming to point out that "knowing" vs. "seeing" produces the
same end-product: a viable and
meaningful dream that will deliver the same profound information, just in a different way.
II

II

v
Dream Times is a column for you its
readers. It is a forum provided to give
response and discussion to dream
phenomena you are experiencing. Send
material to Marlene King, M.A., PO Box
477, Murphy, OR 97533-0477 or email
marJene@chatlink.com
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Coming to realize the meanings of our dreams
helps us to grow into better human beings. But no dream
can be understood if you can't fall asleep. Learning about
herbs can gently remedy some types of sleeplessness
and allow you to drift comfortably of to sleep. Still other
herbs offer the sleeper a way to induce dream activity
and recall.

Insomnia in Children
You may wish to treat Sleepless Children with herbal
aromatherapy. Young children respond quickly to the
mildest scent treatment.
On the first night, place 1 drop of chamomile oil in
boiling water. Put the pan of heated water in a safe place
away from the child but close enough so that the scent
fills the room. On the second night, place 1 drop of
geranium oil in the boiling water. Repeat the ritual
alternating the type of oil on alternating nights, until the
child sleeps through the night. Keep in mind that some
essential oils used to relax become stimulants with high
dosages, so only use one drop per night.

Insomnia in Adults
There are two general problems that cause insomnia
in adults, depression and anxiety. You may overcome
both of these sleep problems with some common herbs.
Depression can cause insomnia or excessive sleep.
Whichever the problem, St. John's Wort may be the
remedy. Given for mild to moderate depression, a few
drops of St. John's Wort tincture or several cups of tea
throughout the day relieves most sufferers of the
symptoms of depression which allows normal sieep
patterns to return. This herb has also been known to
help with the control of nighttime bed wetting.
Anxiety sleeplessness is caused by the inability to
relax. Usually thoughts rush through the mind which
causes a physical response of muscle tension. A calming
tea may allow the muscles to relax and the mind to slow
enough to allow sleep to occur.
Mix equal parts of the following herbs: Valerian,
Passion Flower, Hops & Catnip. Place 1 Tbsp per 1 cup
of boiling water in a tea clip. Cover the top of the cup
with the saucer. Allow the herb to steep in the hot water
for at least 10 minutes.
i'Mu ~.. 1:.~ 01/(t~~~.a-.
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A dietary remedy for anxiety sleeplessness is to
include more food with natural !-Tryptophan. LTryptophan is an amino acid which functions by
increasing serotonin levels in the brain. Higher serotonin
in the brain allows sleep. You can find !-Tryptophan in
turkey, bananas and whole grains. There are a few things
you'll want to avoid eating before bedtime. Avoid any
food or drink with caffeine, alcohol, or sugar. Tobacco,
cheese, chocolate, sauerkraut, wine, bacon, ham, sausage,
eggplant, potatoes, spinach, and tomatoes may be the
cause of sleeplessness.
Once you are o:.ble to overcome sleep problems you
might want to consider using herbs that mildly induce
sleep and/ or dream activity.

Sleep Herbs
Hops which is also known by the names, Beer Flower
or Willow Wolf has been used in teas and placed inside
pillows to bring on sleep . Originally from Europe and
Asia, Hops made its home here in North America several
hundred years ago. As a Medicinal drink, Hops is a
bitter and is known for its sedative properties.
Lavender was originally from the Mediterranean
but naturalized to the US with the explorers. Now
Lavender is found cu ltivated around the world.
Mythically used for protection and purification, it
symbolizes happiness and longevity.
Medicinal use of Lavender includes remedies for
headaches, colds, coughs, and as a sedative.
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Roses are said to bring about clairvoyance during
restful and completely refreshing sleep. Myths from
Ancient Greece say that Aphrodite's foot was stuck with
a thorn while trying to help Adonis which explains the
red of the rose. In Turkey, Muslims bt•lieve that the red
rose is stained with the blood of Muhammad. MediCinal
uses include cures for sore throats, diarrhea, mouth sores,
stomach disorders, eyewash. Roses are high in vitamin
C and pleasant to taste and smell.
Chamomile is one of the mildest herbs known. It is
among the first herbs introduced to children. But don't
let Chamomile's mildness fool you, it is powerful and
works wonders! Originally from Europe and Egypt,
Chamomile treats insomnia, helps to heal ulcers, and
remedies thrush. The sedative properties induce sleep,
calms the restless and hyperactive soul. Other medicinal
uses include it as a remedy for flatulence, heartburn and
diarrhea, relaxes muscle spasms and relieves painful
menstrual cramps.

Herbs to Enhance Dream Activity and Recall
Mugwort which is also known as StJohn's Wort or
the Dream Herb is said to provide psychic protection,
bring about clairvoyance and increase dream activity.
Found growing along road sides and water ways in the
temperate areas of North and South America, it is also
used to prevent miscarriage, bring on late menstrual
periods and speed the birth process. External use of
Mugwort include remedies for pain relief from Gout
and Rheumatism. Avoid using this herb if you are
pregnant.
Valerian or St. George's herb is said to bring
purification. Originally from Asia, this herb is grown
commercially in Europe especially in Germany where it
is widely used. Medicinally, Valerian is used in remedies
for headaches, insomnia, and nervous tension. However,
be careful when using Valerian because in some people
it acts as a stimulant while in others it <~cts as a sedative.
A lesser known quality of Valerian is its ability to
stimulate the brain and nervous -;ystem. This brain
stimulation can help with memory in general, but it has
been known to help with dream recall. (Caution must be
used with Valerian because large dosagt•s may cause
headaches or heart palpitations.)

An Exercise for better dreams
Dreaming is like most other parts of life. The more
you practice dreaming, the better you will become at
recalling and interpreting your dreams. Keep a dream
journal by your bed. Before you go to sleep each night,
say to yourself, "I want to remember my dreams." As
you wake, ask yourself, "What did I dream?" Write your
dreams in your journal before you rush into the day. As
you write you may find that details return quickly and ea'>ily.

Dream Pillows
A mix of calming, and dream enhancing herbs can
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List of Calmative Herbs

II

Barberry
Bay

Catttip
ChicO,.y
Deadly Nightshade
Fennel
(TOlden.seal

Hops
Ltruender
Lemon Balm
Lemon Verbena
Onion
Passion Flower
StJohn's Wort
Sweet Woodruff
Valerian
Wormwood

List of Herbs for
MugwQrt
Valerian

be placed inside a pillow and used as aromatherapy to
help bring about sleep and induce dream s or clairvoyance. Many herbs contain volatile oils which work
well on the olfactory cortex of the brain, which is what
makes aromatherapy possible.
If you don't w.1nt to m.JJ...,. }'L>ur own dream pillow, a
wide variety of dream pillows are available for sale at
Herb and Health Food Stores as well as some of the
more exclusive Gift Shops. You'll want to buy your
Dream Pillow from companies that use fresh dried herbs
and that create the pillows within weeks of your
purchase. The fresher the herbs, the longer the pillow
will last. All herbal dream pillows should last at least six
months and most should still be fragrant at a year's time.
Create an environment for pleasant dreams with
evening rituals of relaxation, requesting that you
remember your dreams, using aromatic herbs to set the
mood, and taking the time for dream recall each
morning. Every dreamer should learn to use herbs to
remedy those nights when sleep eludes, as well as, to
enhance dream activity and recall. \l
Kathleen O'Mara works as an herbalist and dream
interpreter. Write: PO Box 12937, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87195. Email: HerbNetMom@aol.com
Website: http: I I www.hersalon.comlhalllherbnetl herbnet.htm
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• Subscribe
Renew or Purchase Gift
subscriptions, back issues from
our Secure Online Order PaRe
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II TEMAGAMIO

Louise Mahdl

Bany Williams

Hendersonville, NC

Oct 16-18 - Introduction to Jung with John & Carolyn Martin

Nov. 14-16 •

Kanuga • Hendersonville, NC

7~ ~eatuu, U'~ ~ th, ~'UUIUUe fl~
A Revolutionary Way of Looking at Life, the Cosmos, Nature and Wholeness
Exploring the Key Archetypes of Jesus From His Native Language

Nell Douglas-Kiotz - Author of Prayers of the Cosmos and Desert Wisdom
abo The Dances of Universal Peace - Chanting, dancing and praying together
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In his article, "What Is An Angel?" published in Dream Network, Paco Mitchell
suggested that "Sometimes it is an animal ...." This observation recalled a dream I
had which I recorded as follows:

"Da-wn"
J.t'"' eadJj 11UVU1inf!. 91. and :J wre in &d. :J WQ/U up and Me a Wlj &, a&ut tuuJ.
old, on tlie 6~ to. tlie £4t o.j OWi 6.ed, nuwi1uJ 6JUnd ~ cwdain6.. 3h
~flU~~ an o.pariniJ to. tlie fwnt 0-j tlie ~ 3U"' a ltw4 cfUfd,
nalied. :J get up, g.o. to. fUm, lift fUm d&tm. 3W. cvun. ;.,. 6ilfuJ Mft, ~ to. taucA.

tpaM

"""Mn6...

:J 6lluJIU it g.entbf, ~
:J t/Un4/Uuu. &uuj it~"' 6«n 6ince :l'ue to.udUd
a Wlj'"' 6/Un. Wiku did lie come {-ulm? 3h'& e«ql«i6ite, IUJt tlie lea6.t 6it a{luUd. Wlkn
:J tall.e IUm in """~. lie ~n't ~, ~ J!m a{Mdd lie migfr.t and :J nuw.e
~· 91. w.a~W-. :J 6/uuu. tlie Wlj to.IUm. 3U& a& encfuuaUd a& !L 3h ~fUm
f!uun m£ and ~ rUg& ~ to. pl.tuJ witft IUm in tlie 6.ed. 3lie ~ ~ a cluvuniluJ
face,~~ 3U"' ~ l'tappiJ p/.tuJing witli 91.
SwtJtj tiWj mu&t 6.e ~1M tum?
:J g.o. tu.d6.ide and w.aUi wwwul tlie front 0-j OWi ~. ~ it iM.'t OWi& 6ut an
unlino.wn 1Uul6.e in an un~ ~· man la.o.IU out o.l tlie windJuu. neat
tUuvt., """~ S.!R., ~lie ~n't in tlie lea6.t ~fUm. u :J.t'& all rUg&," !l
cat£. u 3h'"' witli ce&." 5lie man 6.tnile6, and ~ 5.1vuuupi tlie windJUIJ.&, :1 Me
OWi ~ cU.uu:ing wfud la.o.IU fifu a ~ dmtce in tlie eadtj tupl.t.
l9..wt. ~ tUuvt. ib. open. l9.ut 4 it dtriJ.U tlie 6o.tj& ~, M.Jiing fUm. Slul& tpUUUJ
and altlw.dioe, witli &uuj 6u.wn IUU.r... a& &lie ~ from tlie IJ'WI o.j tlie ~ !l
~ 6Jie'"' nalied, 6ut witli no. ~ 0-j it. Slie ~ tteQ~t,. :I'm~ 6lj
fwt. 5lie &, ~ undet. tlie ~, ~flU WmJ to. ~We. tfvuuuJ1i a lmuJI.e 0-j
uuuu16.eam& and o.tiWc. ~ iu.m.8a tliat :I'm ~to. ~ we'ue
~. Wfaeu did it all come f!uun? ~&lie twm& ~ {-ulm m£ ~
tlie open~, and :1 Me a future£ fifu ~~doom 6dw«n IWt, lUnd letp.
J.t' & etiOIUrUJU& and /Uuag& W!UJ fuut. 5.e.6U~? .NA 5.e.6tide6, ~, and w.oml., all in
Gne-a guat MUfi o.j6extudittj. 5lie ~ 6/tape 6ccgg.t6t6 tlie W4nl8. 5./r.e ~ pad
~- tJie U6Ucle6 and/M tlie ~. 5Jie w/iole MUfi ib. jmned to. /Wt, uppe!t-, inMI£
ti'Ugli6~ :J ~..e. :1'm uiaJJing. tlie 6adi end 4 an animal.
~? 3lmt6.e? :llaf/ uuunan, liafl g.o.at. :J tluj to. ~ tlie ~ 0-j.wc/i ~
:J want to. MUJ Mttpi, 6ut :J flno.ut it'"' IUJt rUg&, ~ &lie~ tlie 6ilz.e and ~

a

:Jla 6/Un ;.,. ~.A tan,
~We.~ fatd, an aninud:6- f""''ile, tlie ~- fri¢.
Slie f1UW.e6, ~ f!uun me to. """ rUg&, up tlie 6-&pe ~ tlie fuvtizon. :J ~~We.
a& ~ a& OWi dtt.h.~, 6lill a&to.tWJkd. Wlieu &lie ru:uci61ie& into. tlie ~. a man
~ 3h'& in flU M.a:tie& ~, witli a fUnd fm:e and a wi.6.e tooli. 3h &m.iLe& at
tn£ w.avnhj a6- lie ~h uwiio. ;.,. Jtd" :J a6/i. ((5..i6.eplio.ne," lie~
((~'t tpJU tuuJ.w?" 3h ~ m£, on flU ~ to. tlie p.adiJ nea:t ckuvi
wiUc4 :J 6.uddarLtj ~ ib. tlie dmtce 0-j a~.
:J fUuJ.w lie intend& to. 'U!lwtn
,. in awlrih and uW.t.
:J get tlie &en6.e lie'& """ cWu f!Uend, (JJ(., ~ to. 6.e.
Slu/6, nuvte fifu a
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I awaken in amazement, repeating her name.

Commentary:
To me, this is a dream about wholeness and
naturalness, about integrated sexuality. The testicles,
udders, and womb are a fusion of male and female.
The creature's hermaphroditic organ suggests a
mythic time when the sexes hadn't yet separated,
when beings contained both sexual parts. It evokes
the age in Plato's parable that recounts the original
separation of the round,
unisexed first creatures
into male and female,
who have ever since
been struggling to reunite.
Mr. Mitchell's evocative reflections stirred
me to go back to my
dream ofTisephone and
see if I could get her to
emerge from her wordlessness and tell me who
she is. Is she an angel?
In an act of receptive
imagining, I let her speak:
Iisephone:
I am a creature of
the dawn. Though grey
tan like an animal, I'm
light inside, fine grained, woman and goat,
male and female. My
sack of testicles, womb,
and udder displays my major functions. Though I
walk upright, my animal organ hangs low and heavy.
I've entered Loretta's time for my baby boy. He
hears my call and is emerging from beneath a pile of
lumber. He wandered onto her inner stage out of
curiosity and she was drawn to him by his beauty,
naturally. He's perfection. He came from before the
beginning, as have I, through the emerging light of
the horizon. It's where I'm going, up the hill to get
milk for him. As I pass her, I feel the woman's
excitement at being in my presence. She doesn't
know my name, or that I live with other immortals
beyond the crest, or that we visit the earth now and then.
It's been ages since I've come.l wouldn't have if
she hadn't called for us from her dream. My boy
heard or he'd never have crawled so far. It was he
who drew me down. Though I was aware of her, she
knew nothing of me. She's awed by my feral face
1>~ ~ ~

and coloring, my tawny hair, my prominent organ. I
have no language. She understands me on a deeper
level. If I'd been able to talk, she wouldn't have
understood me any better. She needs to experience
my natural way, my androgyny.
Philoman is her guide. He watches over her,
sees that she's making progress. He's a wise soul,
older than he appears. As old as I? I couldn't say. I
was here when the Titans roamed the earth, when
earth was an Eden,
before the dinosaurs,
before the flood, before
recorded history or
memory. Her soul remembers me and the
time I come from, before
the dawn of civilization.
She needed to be reminded of it; and I appeared in respon se to
show myself, lest she
forget me and my beautiful offspring.
We're enchanted
creatures. We manifest
in her and in those she
loves. We embody natural union and harmony,
divine essence before the
beginning, timelessness,
eternity.
I'm pleased I could
descend to where she
was standing, if only in
passing. She sensed my essence. She simply didn't
know what to name m0. Philoman follow ed, aware
of my purpose. He wanted to be there when she
asked my name. He enjoys helping her. He also
enjoys a good time and was on his way to dance
with some of our friends who were masquerading
as humans, long enough to get her attention and
make her wonder what was going on in the
neighborhood. In a way my son was doing the same
thing, leading me down to get her attention. We
were all in on it together, you might say.
Now that she's mad(' contact with us, she feels
better about her prospects all around. I'll come again,
if she calls, and pass before her in all my natural
beauty. She seeks the unconscious harmony I
manifest. I'm the shape of a natural perfection she
understands but forgets in her waking hours. My
boy and I are angels from beyond the dawn. \7
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Nosel~ Man Cant'd
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C~C Provocative Imageryc

bottom of the cartoon a website
address. Being on-line at work,
the very next day I was able to
reach the cartoon-maker by email
and implored to be put in touch
with the dreamer. I had to know
what had sparked this strange dream.
"Lucky for me, the dreamer
BLANK f'~OTJ;CARDS w/white envelopes
was Noreen, a very dear person
$10.00 + $2.00 S&H
and as might be expected, a bit of
Mail
check or money oreder to:
a psychic. Anything's possible,
C&C
PROVOCATIVE
IMAGERY
especially now in this virtual
PO
BOX
124•
PARK
HILL,
OK 74451
world. Now Noreen and I are best
friends in SeattlP ilnd Cincinnati,
Ohio, never having met. We write
A Cyberspace Triumph:
every few days. It is the strongest bond."
Now it's more than a year
later and our friendship has
Noreen Speaks:
b Iossom ed in to a cyberspace
"Usually when synchronicity
triumph. I'm amazed at the
occurs in my life, I take it as a
vastness of our email conversign that I'm right on track with
sations
and how much fun we
something meaningful and good.
have
together,
regardless of the
So, when I read Lucy's first email
topic
of
discussion.
We send each
about the death of her bdoved
other
'Fun
Packs'
by
snail-mail
dog, Monkey, my thoughts inand have talked on the phone
stantly darted back to a few
together a few times, yet we have
months hence when I, too, felt
not met in person . Maybe we will,
great loss at the death of my
maybe
we won't. What seems
devoted companion, my 14-year
most
important
is to simply enjoy
old funky little poodle dog, Fiona.
and
appreciate
what we share
Lucy and I already had a common
now.
So
thank
you
Noseless Man
bond. Then to discover that
and
Monkey
(as
you
were both
Monkey's favorite pastime was
hanging
around
in
a
park ento roam the parks as a lover of
joying
life)
for
bringing
us tolife, which tied right in with my
getlwr-straight out of a reNoseless Man being in:~ park and
markable dream w1th a mind ot
talking about his enthusiasm for
it's
own. \)
life and how he didn't mind dying.
"It seemed no coincidence to
me that somehow, by the mysterious workings of dreams and
the mind, Lucy and I were moved
together in relationship to explore
right off "The Big One" ... Death!
And that we did for many months, sharing our deepest feelings,
thoughts, fears and hopes. For
both of us, this experience was
richly healing, touching our souls
with some unexplainable, yet
precious, force. We became instant friends."

r.ucy Hanagan, animal lover, is an ardent
ad\'\Katc for off-lea~h areas in Seattle's park
~y~tcm and like~ to put it this way - 'Tm
interested in the parasensual capabilities of
dogs."
jesse Reklaw illustrates your dreams for the
nationally self-~yndicated comic strip Slow
\'\1111'<' (http:/ / HWW .nonDairy .com/ slow I
wave.egi). l-Ie's proud to be part of the
Email:
Noseless Man Experience.
reklaw@•nonDairy .com
Noreen Wessling of 7 Arts Studio is a stained
glass arti st, Tai C hi teacher, writer, dream
enthusiast and drum· mer- with a penchant
for tra\'eling to exotic islands. Email:
NoreenFW@>aol.com
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up-fJ£tt. f.acel6, flad a gold au~ta, weu
fJ!WWiml up.wwul. cud of tire "ide 4 tfU,f

faa.

In the dream, :l

wa.1 ,;,_

~waJcltingtfW, ad. adou8.&

and Mid to. tire olfwt. me, « 5./M i,, tire
ne«t p~ of IJWt etw.lutio.n, M- don't
W01VUJ a8m.d it."
After meditating on this, it seemed
that the dream was a kind of alchemical coniunctio, a union with
matter which produced an antennalike amplification of my own energies
as I worked in union with the crystals.
We were one in the sense that we
were each manifestations of the same
universal Energy. Hence I see the
energy not as flowing from one point
to another, but rather (in line with
physicist David Bohm's view of the
'holomovement') as the manifestation,
or unfolding of the one Energy into
different points in space-time. The
double-antenna formation of the
crystals also brought to mind the
strange glyph for Uranus, co-ruler of
Aquarius, which looks like a TV
antenna with two parallel vertical bits.
In relation to the synchronistic
mirroring of physical and psychic, for
a few days after I had this dream the
same side of my face was aching and I
wondered if it was about to sprout the
dream crystals!
The new mythology that our age
is birthing, then, is essentially holistic.
In part, this means that all phenomena
- dreams and outer events, matter
and spirit, science and mysticism, dark
and light, conscious and unconscious
- will increasingly be seen not as
separate dualistic opposites, with one
inevitably privileged over the other,
but instead as mythic movements and
moments inscribed between the poles
of a continuous and limitless light
spectrum of consciousness, along
which psyche is implicit in matter,
matter in psyche; in which it is no
longer a question of which is mirroring
which, but more a search for the
meaning and sometimes wordless
message that underscores the whole. \)
Dr. Roberts can be contaded vu1 email
nathair@camtech.net.Uil
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Yru.2_No.l- Making Dreams Real > ShapPs of the
Future> Three Perspectives on Dream Groups
~l...lQ__No.l_ - Healing the Child Within> Nigl!tmare
Help for Children >Doing Dreartni'Ork with Children >
Bringing Dreams Back to Christianity
Yol.ll No.1 -Men's Dreams
Yol.ll No.2 -Women's Dreams
Yol.ll No.3 -Relationships> Mature 1\elationships:

Symbolir, Cognitive & Cultural

Reflectioll~

011 a Drmm

Yol.ll No.4 -Androgyny: The Union of Opposites

Warrior> Star Wars > Crop Circlt' Mysteries
.Y__ol.__U_No._l/l".J.o.__2- Animals: Birds, Insects, Fish in
Dreams> Heron S1111rise >The Adventure ofStartillg Your
Own Dream Group > lv1y Lord \Vho Hums
\!:o1.12 No.3- Flora, Stones & Crystals in Dreams >

l11vitation : A Dream Trre Odyssey> The Pream Poet[.,
Creative Writing > Tht' Thing with Leaves
Yol.12 No.4- Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams >

Interviews with Russell Lockhart & Brant Secu11da > feweled
Medicine Wheel> Probing the Depths
Y.ol._Ll__No._l- Cross Cultural Perspectives> Senoi
Dream Theories> G11ide to Children's Dreams > Chaos!
Yo.l.13 No.2- More Cross Cultural Perspectives
>Australian Aboriginal Dreamtime > Lmrning Herbal
Ht'aling in Dreams > More Chaos!
Y_cl._13 No.3- Native American Views> [ St>nd a Cry >
Coming Full Circle > Forlines, the Healer
Yol.13 No.4- The Phenomenon of Lrtraterrestrial
> Shari11g Children 's Dreams
Ym.__1_4~...1&2-

Dreaming Humanity's Path $10
Protecting the Children & Warning Dreams
Y.o.I. 14 No.3 - Dreaming Humanity's Path :Visions
of Guidance> Signs in the Sky > Walki11g with my Shadaw

> Psychic Dream? Be Careful VVlw You Tell!
Y.o.I. 14 No.4 - Dreaming Humanity's Path: Beyond
Hie Veil > Whispers and Murmurs > Drrams as Exceptional

Human Experience > The Release ofTransformative Energy
i11to Collective Consciousness
Y.o.I.15 No.1 -Dream Inspired Community: Dreaming
in Dundee, NY > Thr Spirit ofCommun ity is Alizlf in Drmm
Groups > Dreaming Online> BADG/Bay Area
Y.ol.15 No.4 -Symbols: Language of the Soul >

Learning Symbolic Language> l11tt'tview with Wilda Tanner
Y.ol.16 No.1 - Dancing the Dream Awake! > Hints &
Intimations from Russell Lockhart> Korean Slwnumism
Y.ol.16 No.2- Dreamsharing With Children >

Children, Dreams & The Inner Artist> Dreams and the Lrw
Yo!. 16 No. 3 -The Wit & Wisdom in Dreams> \".'IT
Its Relation to the Unconscious > Loren:n Abdula
Y.ol._16__N_o_..A - Evolving a Dream Cherishing Cultu

> When We Become a Dreaming Culture > /-louse of Dreams
.Y__ol. 17 No.1 -ExtraOrdinary Dreams > Mutual
Dreaming >Chaotic Attractors in .\!Iyth > VVILD Dreams .

We encourage readers to submit articles focused on
dreams and mythology-with complemenmry graphics or photoswhich will be empowering for our readers. We accept
articles ranging from experiential to scholarly accounts and
ask you to share techniques and insights from experiences
with effective, creative dreamwork in our Dream Education/
Art of Dreamsharing Section.
We invite your Questions and accounts of personal
experience involving dreams, from workable methods,
transformative experience ... to informal sharing, synchronicity, or insight gained in groups and therapy.
Your Questions, Explorations and Opinions are welcome
for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column.
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or
needing new members, dream related research requests and
to notify us of quality dream related events, services or
books which would be of interest to the readership.
Related sidebars and quotes are a! ways welcme.
Typewritten double-spaced manuscripts are essential,
approximately 2000 words. (We_prefer both hard_oop}'.and
Cillllputer_.disk_submissions.) Reproducible black and white
original art work & photos are welcome; photocopies are
acceptable. Please include SASE with submission and/ or
request for guidelines.
Dream Network Journal reserves the right to edit all
material submitted for publication. Dream Network obtains
first North American serial rights only. All copyrights revert
to author I artist after first publication, with proviso that
material will be available for future anthologies of Dream
Network material.
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* Dream Networkers/Re gional Contact Persons *
We are grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the
willingness of these Contact persons I Net workers. All are conunitted to the value of dreams; each has their own area of
interest and/ or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available
to answer questions from any caller, regardless of location. If you would like to serve in this way, please contact us!
Some Networkers have special conditions, such as times they are available for phone conversations. Please respect each
individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime and that
you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect a collect call in return.

+

AFRICA
Charles de Beer PO Box 598
Umtentweni 4235, South Africa
Dream 'Readings' via written
correspondence to above address.
Worldwide
ALASKA
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324
Jungian, Dream Groups, Info
Skagway, State of Alaska
Tima Priess 907/479.6553
Animals, Dreams & Trauma
Near Fairbanks
CALIFORNIA
Bay Area Dreamworkers Group
(BADG)
707/824-9121
% Eric Snyder
Info & Resources on Regional
Networking for Dreamworkers
Patricia Keelin 707/254-7829
Lucid/Dreamlight
Northern California
Marcia Lauck 408/264.4970
Dreams & Consciousness
SF Bay Area/USA
Dream Library & Archives
Jill Gregory, Director
Prefer M·F 10am . 10pm
415/897.7955 or 415/898.2559
Extensive Dream Resources
San Francisco Bay Area, CA
Ruth Sacksteder 510/549.2162
Lucid Dreaming 7- 9 p.m. PST
Frank Stefano 6191270-6766
Groups, General Info
San Diego & Surrounding Area
CANADA
:en
Box 437, Tofino, B.C. VOR 2ZO
Lucid, hypnogogic, Tibetan
Wr~ten communication only
Canada/International
Suzanne Nadon 519/371.6060
Creativity & Lffestyle, Jung
Ontario/Native Community
COLORADO
Ann Klein 8881259·1299Email
DreamCD@USA.nt
Gen. Info, groups, therapy.
State of Colorado

FLORIDA
ONLINE Dream lynx 407/869.8111
Linton and Beck Hutchinson
email: hutchib@iag.net
GERMANY
Michael Schredl 0621n93525
General info/resources, groups
Preferred language, German
6pm · 7pm Mon-Fri
Germany, Austria & Switzerland
HAWAII
Frances Ring 808/637.9241
Dream Art, Cnslr. Info & Groups
Hawaiian Islands
ILLINOIS
Gail A. Roberts 6301365-0n1
Dream Groups, Creativity
Saint Charles Area, IL
Rev. Dan Prechtel847/492.9013
General infoilucid, groups
lndiv & grol.IJ spiritual companionsh~
Metro Chicago & Northshore
KANSAS
Steve Carter 3161263.8896
General Resources & Groups
M!Th/Fr eves; Sat. p.m.
Kansas/No. Oklahoma
MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 978/371 .1619
Lucid, General, Sunday p.m. Group
Early eves Boston/MetroWest
Dick McLeester 4131772.6569
General Resources
Greater New England/W.MA
Karen Surman Paley 5081887.5090
Survivors of sexual abuse/
Multiple Personality Disorder
8 · 9 p.m. EST
U.S.A.
Ramsay Raymond 5081369-2634
Special focus on experiential
dreamwork. Mon. & Fri. best.
East MA/esp. Boston & West"
Father Joseph Sedley 508/842.8821
Pastoral dreamwork/12 Step/
Spiritual &Emotional Growth
9a.m. -Sp.m.
State of Massachusetts
MICHIGAN
Judy White 6161353.7607 Holistic
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Therapies & Dream Groups
Michigan
MINNESOTA
Jaye C. Beldo 6121827.6835
Dream Democracy/Integrative
Dream Narration-- Evenings
Upper Midwest
Mary Flaten 507/663.1269
General Resources &Groups
State of Minnesota
MISSOURI
Dean McClanahan 417/491.4508
General, Jung, UFO
'Springfield/State of Missouri
Rosemary Watts 314/432.7909
General resources, Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO

John MacKenzie & Jane Slama
541.862-8006 Email: elixira@juno.com
Relationshipslhynogogic/somatic
Call anytime before 9pm PST
Graywolf Swinney 541/
476.0492 Dreams & Consciousness lnternationai!NW States
PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 6141264.4444
Experiential Dream Groups &
Parapsychical dreams
7 p.m. -9p.m.
Central PAIN.E. Ohio
TENNESSEE ·
Tom Goad 6151834.6564
General Resources/Dream Group

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Charlotte Bell 603/529.7779
Gen. Preparation for Death
5 · 11 p.m. New Hampshire

TEXAS
John Ashbaugh 806/655.9738
General Info & Resources
Texas

NEW YORK
Jennifer Borchers 2121683.5677
Recovery from childhood abuse,
healing male/lemale relations
Evenings & weekends
NYINJ/CN, esp. Five Boroughs
Leon VanLeeuwen 2121888.0552
General Resources, groups NY
Harold Ellis 516/796.9455
Gen.Resources, Dream drama
NYINJ
Pearl Natter 914/353-0511
Email: pearltn@aol.com
Dream groups (women, Jungian)
Info & Resources. NY!No. NJ
Allen Flagg 2121532-8042
Kilton Stewart's Senoi
Dream Education NYC

U.S.A. Fred Olsen Contact via
email: Dreamtrek@aol.com
Dream ReEntry Healing Process

OHIO
Noreen Wessling 513/831.7045
General Info & Groups: OHIO
Micki Sehzer 6141292.3407
General Info & Groups. OHIO
OREGON
E. W. Kellogg Ill 541/535-7187
Lucid dreaming/Dream Healing
E-mail: DoctorStrange@ msn.com
lnterdimensional/Oregon

UTAH
Ruth Hoppe 801/583.1405
General Resources & Groups
Early eves No. UT!WY/ID
Roberta Ossana 4351259-5936
DreamKey@lasal.net Resources &
Groups, Info Four Conner Area
VIRGINIA
Anthony Golembiewski
540/949-6901
Mutual & Lucid Dreaming
Eves & Weekends preferred
Central Virginia
WASHINGTON STATE
Judith Picone 206/745.3545
General Resources & Groups
N.W. ID/MNIWA
Lee Piper 206/659.0459
General Resources/Native
Pacnic NWIIDIMN
WASHINGTON D.C.
Rita Dwyer 703fl81.3639
General Resources, Groups
Metropol~an D.C. area

0

NetW'orks

•~•

Dream Groups

Central Austin Dream Group

Buck's County DreamWork
Help & guidance with individual
dream meanings. Explore your dreams
& relate dream messages to your life
circumstances. Contact
Michelle Yeager@ 215/257-4363
Free initial consultation.
In this group, we promote selfdiscovery via understanding the
special language & imagery of dreams.
Manhattan & Westchester. Call
914.591.7607 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D.

* Eclectic, interactive, participatory. •

Currently meets 2x I month
Vicky A. Vlach Ph: 512.477.2776
or vavlach@mail.utexas.edu
New Dreamsharing group forming.
Wake up through dreaming!
No fee. Monroe, NY/Orange County
Perry Harris Ph: 914.782.8286
lucid Dreamers of all levels with an
interest in exploration, experimentation
and enhanced awareness in waking &
dreaming are invited to meet every third
Wednesday, 7-8p.m. No fee.
Keelin Ph: 701.254.7829 Napa Valley, CA
Dream Resources, Groups & Connections
Contact Roberta Ossana@ 435.259.5936
or ema iI: DreamKey@lasal.net
"Working With Dreams"
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study
Tuesdays 7:30 - 9:30 Contact
David Pitkin Ph: 518.885-2095
Ballston Spa, NY

Lamb & Lion Ministries
Workshops, dreamwork, inner
journey, individual & group
spiritual companionship.
Rev. Dan Prechtel.
Ph: 847.492.9013 Evanston, ll
Exploring inner worlds through lucid
dreaming? Weekly study group. No
fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st
St., Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V
2T3 Phone: 416.383.5743

Ongoing Dream Group in Alaska.
Meeting with Network across the State.
Contact Susan Fredricks Ph: 907.983.2324

Dream workshop of the Theosophical
Society in Miami & So. Florida.
To encourage the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes. No fee. Facilitators:
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets
Wed. I 12 Noon@ Theosophical
Society, 831 S. Federal Hi way,
Deerfield Beach 33441 Ph: 954.420.0908
Dreamsharing on Internet!
From international dreamsharing,
scientific articles to support and
discussion groups, if it is about
dreams, it's on-line. For info, send
email address to RCWilk@aol.com

Pacific Northwest Center for Dream
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian
oriented, ongoing dreamgroups,
individual dreamwork, seminars &
training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel
Ph: 206.447.1895. Seattle, WA
Maplestone Dream Group
Meets every Monday rught. No fee.
Phone Suzanne Nadon at 519.371.6060
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada

Southern OR Dream Connection
Ongoing dream groups with emphasis
on right livelihood
& right relationships.
John Mackenzie & Jane Slama
153 Shamrock Lane, Grants Pass, OR
97527 Ph: 541.862-8006
I
Cynthia Kohles M.S.W.
i
Dream Group, Thursday everungs.
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. Ph:707.526.2500
'I

Bay Area Lucid dreamers of all levels of
experience. Monthly meetings on Sunday!
P.M. No fee. Ph: 510.549.2162
Berkeley, CA. Contact Ruth Sacksteder [
1

Stanely Krippner & Ruth Inge Heinze. '
Drawing from Ullman method
& other systems. Wed: 7:30-9:30pm.
Berkeley, CA. Ph:510.849-3791

Wichita, KS Dream Group
Contact: STEVE CARTER
550 West Central #1404
Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays
No fee. Phone: 316.263.8896
Dream Awareness Circle
Every Sunday 2 - 4p.m. Q Offering
@Magical Journey Books
Nashville, TN Ph: 615.834-6564
Email: signaturex@webtv.net
New England Contact
Greater Boston I Cambridge area.
Dick McLeester @New Dreamtime
PO Box 92 Greenfield, MA 01302
Ph: 413.772.6569
Columbus, OH Dream group.
Peer-led. Ullman style process.
Meets every MONDAY, midday,
OSU campus area. Cindi Mushrush
Ph: 614.451.4536

THE DREAMWHEEL
Dream groups, workshops, individual
consultation, referrals for lay people
and professionals.
Jungian/ Psychosynthetic orientation,
creativity, deep ecology, vision quest.
Ramsay Raymond, 191 Sudbury Rd.
Concord, MA 01742-3423
PH: 978.369.2634 or Email:
Dreamwheel@compuserve.com
EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop.
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B.
Van Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY.
Pines Dream Sharers
Enjoy the warmth and support of
like-minded seekers. All welcome!
Meets monthly in Cincinnati area.
Contact Noreen Wessling
5429 Overlook Drive, Milford, OH
45150 Ph: 513.831.7045
Edith Gilmore
Egalitarian dream study & interpretation group meets monthly on Sun.
afternoon in my home. 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord, MA 01742 Ph: 978.371.1619
Creativity Dream Workshop
Contact Sherry Healy.
8101 Main Street,
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee.
Ph: 410.750.1:.11 .x 800.235.8097
CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Utilizing Jungian, expressive and
integrative dreamwork methods.
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,
PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533-0477
Ph: 541.471.9337
MEIRO DC COMMUNITY.
Open To All who share an interest in
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, l-5pm
131 Park St. NE, Vienna, VA.
Info: contact Rita Dwyer.
Ph: 703.281.3639 No fee.
Dream Group in Redwood City, CA
Group meets every Thursday@ 7 p.m.
No charge to attend
Contact Baron. Ph: 415.369.4051
Dreamlynx provides a vehicle for the
sharing and translation of dreams.
Sections include... resources showing
you how to interpret dreams.
Coordinated by
Beck and Linton Hutchinson
on the World Wide Web. Website:
http:I I www .licensesure.com/ .dream.
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Services, Products For Sale
Researc~~h-~ ~,
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- Dreamer for Wmdows 95-

BECKY LAMAN-HYNES is
working on a research project
concerning sound in dreams. She is
looking for any sounds or sound
effects within the dream that effected
the level of consciousness while in the
dream state and any consequential
effects on waking consciousness.
Sound effects could include singing,
chanting, toning, drumming or
playing any musical instrument
while in the dream. She is
particularly interested in the effect of
toning in the dream state. Please send
dreams to: 688 N .E. First Street,
Dania, FL 33004 Ph: 954.926.7528.

The Art of Dreamsharing
& Developing
Dream Groups

to DN, POB 1026, Moab, UT 84532
Details @http://dreamnetwork.net

Visa/MC/Disc. Card#, expiration date and
address or Check or MO to: Sky Systems
ATTN: Dreamer P.O. Box 3673
Amarillo, TX 79116. *Check us out on
the Web at: http://SkySystems.com/

MARLENE KING, M.A. is researching dreams from people who "surrogate" dream for others who are
emotionally blocked due to grief or
trauma. Confidentiality assured .
Please indicate consent for publication. PO Box 477, Murphy, OR 97533
Phone 541.471.9337
Email: Mar1ene@chatlink.com

The Rosicrucians offer a positive,
home study system for the spiritually
minded. For the authentic
Rosicrucian-teachings, write:
Ancient Rosae Crucis, POB 4764,
Dallas, TX 75208 www.arcgl.org

GreenSingles Newsletter. Connects
singles who value the envirorunent,
spirituality, personal growth, natural
health. Since 1985. Free information:
P.O. Box 9506-DN, Columbus, OH 43209
or www.orbyi>s.com/ gatel.htm

Seeking dreamers who are mobility
impaired in waking life for study
exploring effects of specifically
directed lucid dream imagery for
psychological benefits
and possible physical healing.
Will teach lucid dream skills
to interested participants.
Contact PATRICIA KEELIN
2155 Spencer St., Napa CA 94559
Ph: 707.254.7829.
Anyone doing conscious explorations
of the dreamscape and I or hypnagogic
states related to the Tibetan method of
lucid dreaming, please respond.Write
to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Tofino, B.C.,
Canada VOR 2ZO
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A 44 page Booklet
containing the best educational
articles on these topics
from Dream Network.
=

=

=

=

=

$5.95 each, Includes P&H

THE ultimate integrated
dreamwork tool!
• your own dream journal •
. • your own symbol dictionary •
• notes and keywords •
• extensive search capabilities for
text,dates or keywords •
Only $19.99 + $4 S&H
(Texas Residents add 8.25% sales tax)

Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin!
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Let us continue Dreaming Humanity 's Path and create, here ....
.... a cultural repository for visionary dreams.
Dreams which you feel were 'Gifted' to Inform
the larger community.
Submit to Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
J[J)ff!E@lfffdl

lf:kfhW!Wfflk (Q)mzJL,ilootd Our Website Address is:
http://www. dreamnetwork.net

Our World Wide Web site has sample articles, writer's guidelines
and much more dream education and information.
Register Online for FREE subscription! Monthly Drawing
Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin' Bulletin!

&TI5YSYIEIR<.JTH@) J8h 2 in the

~ream ~etwork
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DISPLAY ADS: Phone Jacki Brooks-Christie @ (918) 458-4278, Email: businessbasics@netsites.net
or Roberta Ossana @ (435) 259-5936 Email: DreamKey@lasal.net
CLASSIFIED ADS: All ITEMS /SERVICES FOR SALE

& RESEARCH PROJECTS: $1 per word/10% discount for 1 year listing.
Ads are accepted at the discretiott of the publisher. DNJ does ttot ettdorse ttor take respottsr'bility
for the conteuts or quality of atty products or services advertised herein.
We ettcourage reader feedback aud will discontiuue ads for which we receive complaints.
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path in spirit moves
tbrotmb dte subconscious
mind tliat we're in when we
dream. That's why working
widt our dreams
is so beneficial ...
DHEAMS AND
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Dreams, Your Magic Mirror, by Elsie
Sechrist. This is the great classic
on Cayce's approach to dreams
and symbols.
Paperback, $15.95. Ask for #470.

~~

From the A.RE. Library Series, two volumes containing
virtually all of the dreams interpreted in the readings.
Fully indexed.
Hardcover, $19.95 each.
Ask for #1104 (Vol. 1) or #1105 (Vol. 2)

Edgar Cayce said dreams
were the safest way to
enlightenment. This instructional tape by A.RE.
executive director John
Van Auken explains exactly how to become more spiritual through dreams and
dreaming. Includes amazing examples and exercises.
Audiotape, $7.00. Ask for #9165.

JUST OUT
The New Millen·
nium Journal
issue : dimensions ofdreaming. Key insights from
the recentA.RE. conference with new
articles by Scott Sparrow on lucid
dreaming and dreaming as a path of
initiation and by Henry Reed on the
dimensions of dreaming.
$4.00. Ask for #704.

To order or for a FREE catalog,
please call the A.RE. at 1-888-273-2148
or write A.R.E. Press· PO Box 656 ·Virginia Beach, VA 23451
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